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ABSTRACT: A nomenclatural and bibliographical analysis, with a dating and publishing
history, of P. H. Gosse’s Actinologia Britannica is presented, correcting the numerous errors
and omissions associated with the most recent account of this monograph, published 36 years
ago. Insights are provided into Gosse’s views therein regarding species, varieties and higher‐
level taxonomic relationships; as well as his original anatomical and physiological
observations. The sole edition of the Actinologia was originally published in twelve parts
between 1 March 1858 and mid‐December 1859 (the parts‐issue); the consolidated volume (the
book‐issue) was issued simultaneously with the last part in 1859, although the title‐page is
dated 1860. The spurious date of 1860 has been erroneously cited innumerable times in the
literature as the date of availability for various nomenclatural acts in the Actinologia. The
wrappers of parts IIII are always exactly dated, but that of part IV exists in two states (dated
or undated). Parts VXII were published between 1 September 1858 and mid‐December 1859,
but confirmatory documentation for the exact date of each part has so far proved elusive; their
latest dates of proven existence as a published work are therefore presented. Dating of the
parts‐issue establishes priority not only of Gosse’s nomenclatural acts, but also of his original
observations, experiments and opinions. The most important discoveries are that cnidae are
cell‐inclusions; and that the fluid circulation in the coelenteron effected by ciliary currents is
aided by the arrangements of the mesenteries and their stomata. The introduction describes
original research on the anatomy and physiology of the Hexacorallia, with a classification of
cnidae and definitions of descriptive terms. The taxonomic part describes 75 purported
species of British sea anemones, ceriantharians, corallimorpharians, zoantharians and corals,
arranged in twelve families, 30 genera and four sub‐genera. They include one new family,
four new genera, four new sub‐genera, and twelve new species, of which three genera and
three species are still recognized as valid. Seven new nomenclatural combinations and one
replacement name for a homonym are also included. The figures of some of the newly
described species appear on plates published in parts that precede those containing the
associated written descriptions, in which case the date of availability of a name included in
the caption is that of the publication of the plate, rather than that of the text. Bibliographically,
leaf b1 exists in two states, either of which may be found both in part XII of the parts‐issue
and in the book‐issue. The text of pages 710 also exists in two states, the first (leaves B4.5) in
part I, and the second (leaves 2B2.3) in part XII; only the latter occurs in the book‐issue,
cancelling the original definition of the family Metridiadæ. Plate X exists in two states, with
different legends; the second state was found in only two of twenty‐two copies examined. Six
designs of publisher’s cloth‐casing are described; the primary casing was issued to subscribers
for binding up the parts‐issue; the other five were used subsequently for the book‐issue,
apparently up to 1904 at least. Whether in publisher’s cloth, or in binder’s cloth or leather,
copies may or may not be comprised of original parts; guidance is provided for distinguishing
a copy of a cased parts‐issue from one of a book‐issue. The economics of publishing the
Actinologia are expounded. Valuable supplementary materials for this study include relevant
manuscripts, printed ephemera and art‐work held by the Natural History Museum, the
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Wellcome Library and the Horniman Museum and Gardens, all in London, and by Edinburgh
University Library.
KEYWORDS: parts‐issue, binding, book‐cloth, printing, publication dates, cancellantia,
cancellanda, wrappers, plates, spurious dates, sea anemones, zoantharians, ceriantharians,
corallimorpharians, corals, British seas, John Van Voorst.
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INTRODUCTION

The Actinologia Britannica by Philip Henry Gosse (18101888)a is one of his best‐known
works and still, after more than a century and a half, remains of great potential value to
researchers on British sea anemones sensu lato and corals. However, although there is only
a

See Thwaite (2002) for biographical details.
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one edition, it is more bibliographically complex than generally realized. Thus, it is
apparently still not generally known among marine zoologists and bibliophiles that the
single volume issued under the title of Actinologia Britannica. A History of the British Sea‐
anemones and Corals. With Coloured Figures of the Species and Principal Varieties, dated 1860, was
actually published in 1859; and that it was originally issued in twelve parts between March
1858 and December 1859 under the slightly different title of Actinologia Britannica. A History
of the British Sea‐anemones and Madrepores. With Coloured Figures of all the Species (Williams,
1981a).
These facts are pertinent to nomenclatural precedence, because several new taxa were
first described, and other nomenclatural acts were included, in the original parts‐issue. The
few publications that recognize that the Actinologia Britannica appeared in parts all contain
dating errors (a major one emanating from Gosse himself); an accurate analysis of the parts
and the consolidated volume has hitherto still not been published. Neither have the
important anatomical and physiological discoveries in the monograph ever been fully
assessed. The present paper therefore sets out to correct and amplify the scattered inaccurate
and incomplete accounts of the Actinologia (as it will be referred to hereinafter). The dates of
new taxa and nomenclatural acts are to be interpreted according to Article 21 of the
International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (International Commission on Zoological
Nomenclature, 1999).
The analytical study presented here goes far beyond that usually attempted for the
purposes of establishing nomenclatural priorities because it provides a valuable exemplar of
how a thorough application of bibliographical methods, knowledge of printing and
bookbinding practices, and enquiries into publishing history can provide important
information about the dating of books, comparisons of issues, and the advancement of
science.
PREVIOUS BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNTS OF THE ACTINOLOGIA

It was Alfred Cort Haddon (18551940)b who first addressed the problem of dating the
contents of the parts‐issue of the Actinologia:
I have deemed it advisable to give the dates of publication of these parts, as it will clear up
some otherwise inexplicable facts of contemporary literature; for example, species
apparently described by Mr. Gosse in 1860 are alluded to by authors in 1858. I gather from
Mr. Gosse that only the first four parts were dated. As the date was only on the temporary
cover, and not in the letterpress, all the species described in this work must date from
1860, the date on the title‐page of the book when complete. (Haddon, 1889: 357)

Crucially, Haddon’s second sentence implies that he had never seen a set of the parts‐
issue. Moreover, his third sentence contends that all the new taxa attributable to Gosse in the

b

Although best known as an anthropologist and ethnologist, Haddon’s early studies concentrated on marine
zoology, particularly sea anemones, and he thus came to know Gosse. Haddon’s work on sea anemones was
highly praised by a later specialist in the same field, Thomas Alan Stephenson (18981961), in Haddon’s
obituary by Fleure (1941).
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Actinologia parts‐issue should take the date of the consolidated book‐issue.c But whatever
Haddon may have wrongly assumed about the dates of availability of Gosse’s taxa, he was
the first to attempt the dating of the Actinologia parts, giving a range of March 1858 to
January 1860, and accepting 1860 as the year of publication of the consolidated volume.
Unfortunately, the dates given for the last part and for the volume, are erroneous. However,
Haddon could hardly be blamed for that, since the spurious date on the title‐page of the
book misleadingly appears to corroborate the incorrect date supplied by Gosse himself for
the final part (see Figure 1). Woodward (1904) recorded only the book‐issue and dated it as
1860 in the British Museum (Natural History) catalogue.

Figure 1. P. H. Gosse’s postcard (10 December 1887) in response to A. C. Haddon’s request for
information on dating of the parts‐issue of the Actinologia. From the A. C. Haddon collection;
photo Joanne Hatton, 2013, ©Horniman Museum and Gardens, London.

Subsequently, other sea‐anemone taxonomists, such as Stephenson (1928), Carlgren
(1949), Pax & Müller (1962) and Manuel (1981), perpetuated the incorrect dates, both for the
parts and for the consolidated volume. Stephenson, throughout his monograph The British
Sea Anemones, inexplicably followed Haddon’s practice of dating Gosse’s new taxa in the
Actinologia as 1860, although he was well aware that they should actually be dated earlier
(Stephenson, 1935: 306, footnote). Unfortunately, Gosse’s new genus‐group names published
in the Actinologia were also dated 1860 by Neave (19391940) in his Nomenclator Zoologicus.
When Williams (1981a)d at first addressed the problem of dating the Actinologia, space
limitations did not at that time allow publication of the complete evidence now presented
here. Hitherto, the only significant attempt at a fuller bibliographical description of this

c

Haddon’s interpretation of valid dates of availability for new names in parts‐issues is, of course, now quite
outdated and is clearly at variance with the rules of the current International Code of Zoological Nomenclature
(International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999).
d At last the reference “Williams (in preparation)” therein has here come to fruition.
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monograph has been that by Freeman & Wertheimer (1980), but it unfortunately involves so
many errors and omissions that a comprehensive revision has been long overdue.
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION – THE LETTERPRESS

The Actinologia was published by John Van Voorst (18041898)e as a demy octavo
printed by “R[ichard]. Clay,f Bread Street Hill, London”, with twelve plates printed by
William Dickes.g The sole edition was issued originally in twelve parts (the parts‐issue), then
as a consolidated volume (the book‐issue) with an amended title (see Introduction above)
issued simultaneously with publication of the final part. Unlike other classic monographs in
Van Voorst’s “Natural History of the British Islands [or Isles]” series (see Freeman, 1980:
259), the work was available in only the one paper size.
The bibliography of P. H. Gosse by Freeman & Wertheimer (1980), whilst in general an
extremely valuable source for bibliographers and Gosse scholars, introduced crucial
bibliographical and nomenclatural errors in the account of the Actinologia (pages 6770), and
also overlooked a number of other important aspects, thus:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Because the authors mistakenly assumed that all the taxa included in the Actinologia
had been previously described in journals, they concluded that “The dating of the
parts is not important for nomenclatorial priority”.
Although they nevertheless attempted the dating of the parts and of the
consolidated volume, their account includes serious inaccuracies, and important
evidence from the specific copies purported to have been examined was overlooked.
The colour of the wrappers and the method of sewing of the parts were erroneously
described.
A cancelled leaf (b1) in the parts‐issue and in the book‐issue was overlooked; it
exists in two states in both issues.
The two states both of the part IV wrapper in the parts‐issue, and also of plate X in
the book‐issue, were overlooked.
The collational formulae of parts XXII and of the book‐issue are incorrect.
The designs of the publisher’s cloth cases were too vaguely and incompletely
described.
The importance of the scientific discoveries published in the work was greatly
underestimated and, most importantly, the newly described taxa were not
recognized.

To save repeated explanations of differences between the foregoing and the present
account, the note “(cf. F&W)” serves to indicate where information presented herein
contrasts with incorrect or incomplete information given by Freeman & Wertheimer (1980).

e

See Williams (2004) for biographical details.
See Moran (1978) and Brown (1982) for further details of this printing firm.
g See Docker (1924) for biographical details of Dickes.
f
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Methods

The conventions for bibliographical collations and for calculations of sheet sizes follow
those published by Gaskell (1974). Sizes and nomenclature of Victorian printing‐paper are
provided by Gould (1876). Comparisons of type‐settings were made by McKerrow’s (1927)
transect method. Descriptions of book‐cloths conform to the system of Krupp (2008).
Pagination of wrappers follows the convention proposed by Williams (2005) thus: for parts
in single wrappers: w[1] = recto (outer page) of front wrapper; w[2] = verso (inner page) of
front wrapper; w[3] = recto (inner page) of back wrapper; w[4] = verso (outer page) of back
wrapper.
Table 1. The parts–issue of the Actinologia: complete and incomplete sets of parts (separate or bound together)
examined in this study.

Ref. no.
P1
P2a
P3a
P4
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

Location
Wellcome Library,
London
R. B. Williams

Shelf‐mark
QL370
1860G67h
None

R. B. Williams
R. B. Williams
British Library,
London
R. B. Williams
R. B. Williams
Bodleian Library,
Oxford
In the antiquarian
book‐trade

None
None
7296.c.48

Separate or bound
12 separate parts

Wrappers
All present

12 separate parts, loose in pristine
publisher’s primary case
12 separate parts
Separate parts 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 only
12 parts in binder’s cloth

All present

None
12 parts in publisher’s primary case
None
12 parts in binder’s cloth
(OC)189e.78 11 parts (part 4 lacking) in binder’s
cloth
None
Parts 19 in binder’s cloth

All present
All present
All present
Absent
Absent
Absent
Part 2 only

Note to Table 1. a All of the parts in set P2 and five of set P3 have advertisements for Lloyd’s catalogue of
aquarium requisites (Lloyd, 1858) tipped‐in, so they were presumably sold by Lloyd rather than Van Voorst.
Some parts of set P2 also have Lloyd’s advertising circular for the Actinologia (Figure 12) loosely inserted.

Compositions of the parts

Table 1 lists the examples examined of all the original parts‐issues that could be found in
the United Kingdom. They comprise three complete unbound sets (P1P3), some odds of
separate parts (P4), and various complete or incomplete sets bound up with or without the
wrappers (B1B5). Freeman & Wertheimer (1980) based their description of the parts solely
on the unbound set (P1) in the Wellcome Library, London. What follows hereunder is a re‐
description of the same set (Gosse, 18581859), corroborated by or contrasted with
examinations of all the other examples in Table 1. Facsimiles of the wrappers and cancelled
leaves of set P3, prepared by Williams (1981b), are held by The Natural History Museum,
London (shelf‐mark 45 o G).
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The title on the front wrapper of all twelve parts is (in quasi‐facsimile):
| ACTINOLOGIA BRITANNICA : | A HISTORY | OF | The British | SEA‐ANEMONES |
AND | MADREPORES. | With Coloured Figures of all the Species. | BY | PHILIP HENRY
GOSSE, F.R.S. | LONDON : | VAN VOORST, PATERNOSTER ROW. |
Only parts I to III, and sometimes (cf. F&W) part IV (Figures 2 and 3), bear exact
publication dates.
For each part (demy octavo), the plate‐number, collational formula, pagination and
number of leaves are given, with further notes on errata slips and matter printed on the
wrappers:
Part I: Plate I. BC8; pages [1]32; 16 leaves. (Including pages 710 cancellanda; “By the same
Author”, six previous works on w[2]; “PROSPECTUS” dated 1 March 1858 on w[3] and w[4]).
Part II: Plate II. DE8; pages 3364; 16 leaves. (Four‐line errata slip (7173 mm high) for part I
at page 33; “By the same Author”, the same six previous works as in part I, on w[2];
“PROSPECTUS” dated 1 March 1858 on w[3] and w[4]).
Part III: Plate III. FG8; pages 6596; 16 leaves. (“By the same Author”, the same six previous
works as in part I, on w[2]; “ADDRESS” dated 1 July 1858 on w[3] and w[4]).
Part IV: Plate IV. HI8; pages 97128; 16 leaves. (One‐line erratum slip (3643 mm high) for
part III at page 97 (lacking in set P2); “By the same Author”, the same six previous works as in
part I, on w[2]; “ADDRESS” dated 1 July 1858 on w[3] and w[4]).
Part V: Plate V. KL8; pages 129[160]; 16 leaves. (“By the same Author”, the same six previous
works as in part I, on w[2]; “ADDRESS”, undated, on w[3] and w[4]).
Part VI: Plate VI. MN8; pages 161192; 16 leaves. (“By the same Author”, the same six
previous works as in part I, on w[2]; “ADDRESS”, undated, on w[3] and w[4]).
Part VII: Plate VII. OP8; pages 193224; 16 leaves. (“By the same Author”, the same six
previous works as in part I, on w[2]; “ADDRESS”, undated, on w[3] and w[4]).
Part VIII: Plate VIII. QR8; pages 225256; 16 leaves. (“By the same Author”, the same six
previous works as in part I, on w[2]; “ADDRESS”, undated, on w[3] and w[4]).
Part IX: Plate IX. ST8; pages 257288; 16 leaves. (“By the same Author”, the same six previous
works as in part I, on w[4]; w[2] and w[3] blank).
Part X: Plate X. UX8 (cf. F&W)h; pages [289]320; 16 leaves. (First state of plate X (cf. F&W);
“By the same Author”, the same six previous works as in part I, on w[4]; w[2] and w[3] blank).
Part XI: Plate XI. YZ8 (cf. F&W); pages [321]352; 16 leaves. (“By the same Author”, the same
six previous works as in part I, on w[4]; w[2] and w[3] blank).
Part XII: Plate XII. 2A2B4 a8 b8(b1) c4 (cf. F&W); pages 353362, 710, [363][364], [i]xl (cf.
F&W); 28 leaves. (Including pages 710 cancellantia; b1 cancelled in set P1, but not in sets P2
and P3; binder’s instruction slip at page 353 for cancellation of pages 710 (cf. F&W); “By the
same Author”, six previous works, as in part I, on w[4]; w[2] and w[3] blank).
The total number of leaves in the twelve parts is 204. Leaf size of original parts, all edges
uncut: 227 × 145 mm (shape ratio 1.57). The full sheet size is estimated to be 580 × 454 mm,
corresponding to a demy sheet of 22½ × 17¾ inches as given by Gould (1876). The folding is
h Freeman & Wertheimer (1980) failed to recognize that the printers’ alphabet for signing gatherings excludes
in this case not only “J”, but also “V” and “W” (cf. Williams, 2012).
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Figure 2. First state (dated) of front wrapper (w[1]) of part IV of the Actinologia (cf. title in
Figure 7). Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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Figure 3. Second state (undated) of front wrapper (w[1]) of part IV of the Actinologia (cf.
title in Figure 7). Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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Figure 4. First state of leaf b1 of the Actinologia: recto (page xvii) and verso (page xviii), with misprints. Photo
R. B. Williams, 2016.
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Figure 5. Second state of leaf b1 of the Actinologia: recto (page xvii) and verso (page xviii), with corrections.
Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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that of an octavo volume, corroborated by the occurrence of point‐holes at the fore‐edges
(see Gaskell, 1974: Figure 50). The gatherings are sewn through their folds (see Figure 6), not
stab‐sewn through their sides (cf. F&W), and the wrappers are buff in colour (see Figures 2
and 3), not green (cf. F&W).
In part XII of set P1, leaf b1 (comprising the corrected pages xviixviii) is a cancellans on
a stub (cf. F&W). It was not excised from any other gathering in part XII, and must have
been separately printed and inserted before sewing and wrappering of the part. However, in
sets P2 and P3, leaf b1 is the original cancellandum leaf, with typographic errors on recto and
verso (see Figures 4 and 5), so the collational formula of part XII may vary, that for set P1
being 2A2B4 a8 b8(b1) c4 and that for sets P2 and P3 being 2A2B4 a8 b8 c4. Because leaf b1
may exist in either of two states in the parts‐issue, the state of leaf b1 in a consolidated
volume in binder’s cloth or leather is not a reliable guide as to whether it is bound from the
parts or not.i Note also that in all the sets P1P3, pages 710 occur in two states, the first in
part I (B4.5), and the second in part XII (2B2.3), the latter being the cancellantia in the
consolidated volume (q.v.) for the corresponding pages in part I. The cancellation has been
made in all examples of the book‐issue that I have examined, whether in publisher’s cloth, or
in binder’s cloth or leather.
Contents of the parts

The main body of the Actinologia comprises descriptions of 75 species of sea anemones,
ceriantharians, corallimorpharians, zoantharians and corals then known to Gosse from
British seas.j They are arranged under twelve families, 30 genera and four sub‐genera,
including one new family, four new genera, four new sub‐genera, and twelve new species, of
which three genera and three species are still recognized as valid (Williams, 1997). Of other
nomenclatural acts, there are seven new combinations, and one replacement name for a
junior homonym. There is, therefore, an obvious need to establish the publication dates of
the individual parts of the monograph (cf. F&W).
The letterpress of the parts is essentially identical, except for the page order, to that of
the consolidated volume (q.v.). Part I begins at page 1 with gathering B8, but all the
preliminary pages [i]xl of the book‐issue appear in part XII. Because of some major
misprints on the recto and verso of leaf b1 (pages xviixviii of the introduction in part XII), it
may be cancelled in the parts‐issue (as in set P1), but not always (as in sets P2 and P3). In the
parts there are two states of pages 710 (leaves B4.5 in part I and the amended leaves 2B2.3
i A cased set of Actinologia parts may be recognized by the occurrence of original sewing holes concealed
under the new thread in the centre‐fold of a gathering; perhaps by adhering paper from the wrappers being
visible in the gutter between the leaves at the end and the beginning of the letterpress of two consecutive
parts; sometimes by gilding, colouring or marbling of the edges of the text‐block, associated with a reduced
leaf size. If bound in the publisher’s primary cloth case, there is also an oversized and/or distorted square if
the text‐block dimensions have been reduced (see also footnote x). In parts‐issues of some other Van Voorst
publications, coloured paper from the wrappers is not detectable because a white protective leaf was inserted
between the wrapper and the text at the beginning and end of each part. With regard to journal parts in
general, some were originally stab‐sewn, so the immediately obvious holes in the sides of the gatherings in
cased sets constitute definitive evidence of their origin.
j This statistic (Gosse, 1859a: vi) is based upon the species enumerated in his appendix IV (geographical
distribution), which includes some indicated in the main text as of uncertain status.
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in part XII); this is crucial because the validly published family Metridiadæ in part I was
thereby cancelled in the book‐issue.
The printing on the wrappers is of some interest, because the information does not
appear elsewhere, as with some other works published by Van Voorst (cf. Williams, 2005).
For instance, the “Address” (on pages w[3] and w[4]), which was progressively amended in
parts IIIVIII, gives some details of the working practices and prices of carriage of the
Victorian Post‐office, advising how marine specimens could be safely transmitted, packed in
damp sea‐weed or rag, and “covered by a twopenny or fourpenny stamp”. Furthermore, “It
is important that no rattling of water be audible, and that no exudation take place; as, in
either case, the package would be detained at the Post‐office”. It would seem that this
actually occurred on occasion, since, after part IV, Gosse added “This, I regret to say, not
unfrequently happens”. After part V, he further observed that “When the journey is of more
than thirty‐six hours’ duration, the Anemone had better be sent in a small phial of sea‐water,
packed in a wooden box or canister”. One suspects that significant numbers of live
specimens sent by Gosse’s correspondents might have perished or have been confiscated
during transmission.
A list of desiderata incorporated in the “Address” enumerated those species of which
Gosse wished to receive living specimens; additional drawings, notes and local lists were
also welcomed. Many correspondents responded enthusiastically (see appendix V of the
Actinologia). Gosse gave some of the drawings and notes that he received to Haddon, who
subsequently deposited them in the Horniman Museum and Gardens in London (Gaskin,
1937).
Composition of the consolidated volume

The present description is based upon detailed examination of five uncut copies of the
book‐issue, as issued in publisher’s cloth; and further checks, as opportunities arose, of
numerous other random copies in publisher’s or binder’s cloth. The title‐page of the
completed volume (Gosse, 1860 [1859]) is dated 1860, though it was available in cloth‐
covered boards simultaneously with the last separate part issued at some time in the second
half of December 1859 (see later).
In the preface, dated December 1859, Gosse pointed out that:
Nearly two years have been occupied in the progressive publication of the work, as it has
been issued in bi‐monthly parts. Advantages and disadvantages attend this mode of
publication. Among the former may be reckoned that the information is brought down
to the latest period, and that the successive parts stimulate the zeal and co‐operation of
fellow‐labourers; the book thus embodying the knowledge of many, rather than of one.
Among disadvantages must be put down, incongruities between the earlier and the later
portions, statements made and opinions hazarded which are subsequently corrected,
and omissions which are finally supplied. For these defects the author must cast himself
on the kind consideration of his readers, who must be aware that no branch of science is
at one stay even for a single month.

Gosse was clearly referring to the major amendments in the parts‐issue that had already
been necessary. Recall that pages 710 (leaves B4.5) of part I differ from pages 710 (leaves
2B2.3) in the book‐issue; this cancellation, which is always made, is undetectable without
knowledge of the collation of the original parts, since it comprises an unsigned conjugate
pair in the middle of gathering B8, with no indication that it was not sewn in that position in
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Figure 6. Original page 8 (verso leaf B4) in part I of the Actinologia, showing Gosse’s original
concept of the family Metridiadæ (now Metridiidae). Note the sewing through the centre‐fold
of gathering B8. Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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Figure 7. Title‐page of the book‐issue of the Actinologia (1859), spuriously dated 1860
(cf. title and date in Figure 2). Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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the parts‐issue. The cancellation deletes the definition of Gosse’s concept of his family
Metridiadæ (now Metridiidae) with its constituent genera (Figure 6). He omitted this family
from the book‐issue on the grounds that he considered that it has no European
representatives.
Another necessary amendment was the correction of his misidentification (Gosse, 1858a)
as Phyllangia americana of a coral that he later realized was an undescribed species, which he
then named Hoplangia durotrix (Gosse, 1859b: 337340). This required the reprinting of plate
X with a different name for figure 9 in the legend, resulting in two states (see later). Finally,
appendix I (spanning parts XI and XII) comprises descriptions of two species discovered too
late for inclusion in their proper places in earlier parts, one of which (Phellia brodricii) had
been published elsewhere (Gosse, 1859c) during the issuing of the parts, but before part XI.
The title‐page of the book‐issue (see Figure 7) reads (in quasi‐facsimile):
| ACTINOLOGIA BRITANNICA. | [27 mm rule] | A HISTORY | OF | THE BRITISH | SEA‐
ANEMONES | AND | CORALS. | WITH COLOURED FIGURES OF THE SPECIES | AND
PRINCIPAL VARIETIES. | BY | PHILIP HENRY GOSSE, F.R.S. | LONDON : | VAN
VOORST, PATERNOSTER ROW. | 1860. |
The collational formula for publisher’s ideal copy (sensu Gaskell, 1974: 315) is:
Demy octavo: a8 b8(b1) c4 B8(B4.5=2B2.3) CZ8 2A2B4(2B2.3) [$2 signed (a1, a2, c2,
2A2]. 202 leaves. Leaf size, all edges uncut: 227 × 145 mm (shape ratio 1.57). In copies from
which the integral advertisement leaf has been removed, the final gathering is 2B4(2B2.3,4).
The composition is:
xl + 364 pages; [iv] viviii [ix] x [xi] xiixl [1] 211 [12] 1326 [27] 2840 [41] 4247 [48]
4953 [5455] 56 [57] 5859 [60] 6166 [67] 6872 [73] 7477 [78] 7981 [82] 83 [84] 8587 [88]
89104 [105] 106111 [112] 113118 [119] 120124 [125] 126134 [135] 136139 [140] 141142
[143] 144145 [146] 147151 [152] 153159 [160] 161174 [175] 176185 [186] 187189 [190]
191194 [195] 196197 [198] 199201 [202] 203205 [206] 207208 [209] 210218 [219] 220221
[222] 223229 [230] 231 [232] 233234 [235] 236238 [239] 240242 [243] 244246 [247]
248251 [252] 253254 [255] 256258 [259] 260263 [264] 265267 [268] 269279 [280] 281282
[283] 284 [285] 286288 [289] 290296 [297] 298302 [303] 304 [305] 306309 [310] 311316
[317] 318 [319] 320 [321] 322323 [324] 325 [326] 327329 [330] 331333 [334] 335337 [338]
339342 [343] 344348 [349] 350 [351] 352356 [357] 358 [359] 360362 [363364].
Paginated at top, outer corners of pages, except for pages 611, 2526, 124, 134, 145, 148, 151,
159, 171, 174, 183185, 189, 205, 218, 221, 227229, 234, 246, 254, 263, 267, 276279, 282, 288,
295, 296, 307309, 316, 323, 329, 332, 333, 336, 337, 341, 342, which are at top centre. Pages in
square brackets, as shown above, are not numbered.
Contents of the consolidated volume

All the copies in publisher’s cloth that were examined had the same content, except that
the integral advertisement leaf may have been excised, with or without insertion of later Van
Voorst advertisements.
The contents are as follows:
[i] half‐title; [ii] printer’s imprint; [iii] title‐page; [iv] blank; [v]viii preface; [ix]x list of
plates; [xi]xl introduction; [1]5 general description and explanation of terms; 67 class
Zoophyta; 78 tribe I, Astræacea; 9 family I, Metridiadæ; 9147 family II, Sagartiadæ;
148170 family III, Antheadæ; 171182 family IV, Actiniadæ; 183226 family V, Bunodidæ;
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227275 family VI, Ilyanthidæ; 276277 tribe II, Caryophylliacea; 278294 family I,
Capneadæ; 295306 family II, Zoanthidæ; 307331 family III, Turbinoliadæ; 332335 family
IV, Oculinadæ; 336340 family V, Angiadæ; 341347 family VI, Eupsammiadæ; 348
Pocillopora interstincta and Lucernariadæ; [349]353 appendix I, species discovered too late
for earlier inclusion; 354 appendix II, species incertae sedis; 355 appendix III, addenda;
356[357] appendix IV, geographical distribution; 358 appendix V, initials of correspondents;
[359]362 index and errata; [363364] integral leaf of Van Voorst advertisements.
Note that the full names of correspondents are given when mentioned for the first time,
but subsequently only their initials (appendix V) are used.
Typography

The Actinologia was printed by the well‐known Richard Clay of Bread Street Hill,
London (Brown, 1982), a printer frequently used by Van Voorst. The parts‐issue and the
book‐issue comprise a single edition. This was demonstrated by comparing five random
transects of the letterpress in five sets of the parts‐issue (separate or bound parts) and five
copies of the book‐issue, complemented by comparisons of typographical errors and
printer’s blemishes.
The consolidated errata on page 362 comprise only five errors, all of which involved
Gosse’s own corrections of his technical descriptions rather than true typographical errors,
although that purported to refer to page 10, line 4, appears not to be an error at all. However,
overlooked errata include the substantial typographical errors on leaf b1, which required a
cancellans (see Figures 4 and 5). Examples of some further minor typographical errors are
described below, although the list is not comprehensive. Their (inconsistent) associations
with the various case‐designs (q.v. later) are noted, but they may also occur in uncased parts:
Page 9, line 15: a dropped letter, “w”, missing from the word “which”. In one case a, two
cases e, one case f. Not in a case b, nor in a case c. Neither in parts‐sets P2 and P3, nor in the
binder’s cased parts‐set B3.
Page 176, line 18: a gap between the “t” and “h” in “with”. In one case a, one case b, one
case c, two cases e, and one case f. Also in parts‐sets P2 and P3, and in binder’s cased parts‐
set B3. Hence, in all copies examined.
Page 179: smudged impression of “N” in the signature “N2”. In one case a, one case b,
two cases e. Not in a case c, nor in a case f. Neither in parts‐sets P2 and P3, nor in the
binder’s cased parts‐set B3.
Page 249, lines 19 and 30: transfer of ink from a spacek set too high in the forme, and
similarly in lines 23 and 30; both combinations occur in a case e. Similar marks in line 30 in a
case b, in line 31 in a case c; and in lines 30 and 31 in a case f. No such blemishes in parts‐sets
P2, P3 or P4, nor in a case a, nor in the binder’s cased parts‐set B3. Hence none in any parts‐
issue.

k

“Space” in this sense is the letterpress printer’s term for a blank piece of metal, placed between words when
justifying (spacing) a line of type (Gould, 1876: 1719). When properly placed, spaces are inserted into the
forme to lie below the level of the printing surface. The ink blemishes in the present examples are apparently
due to the locked‐up forme working loose, allowing some spaces to rise up to the printing‐surface.
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Figure 8. Gosse’s original collage of paintings for plate VI of the Actinologia, with captions in
manuscript (cf. Figure 9). From the A. C. Haddon collection; photo Joanne Hatton, 2016,
©Horniman Museum and Gardens, London.
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Figure 9. Dickes’s Baxter‐type print of plate VI of the Actinologia (cf. Figure 8). Photo R. B.
Williams, 2016.
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Page 279: “9” in the page number is a wrong fount. In one case a, one case b, one case c, two
cases e and one case f. Also in parts‐sets P2 and P3, and in the binder’s cased parts‐set B3.
Hence, in all copies examined.
Page 279, line 7: smudged impression of “s” in “short”. In one case a, one case b, one
case c, two cases e and one case f. Also in parts‐sets P2 and P3, and in the binder’s cased
parts‐set B3. Hence, in all copies examined.
Page 305: three dropped initial letters, “CAR”, missing from the running head
“CARYOPHYLLIACEA”. In one case a, one case b, one case c, two cases e and one case f.
Also in parts‐sets P2 and P3, and in the binder’s cased parts‐set B3. Hence, in all copies
examined.
Page 313, line 2: two dropped initial letters, “st”, missing from “stomachal”. In one case
a, one case b, one case c, two cases e and one case f. Also in parts‐sets P2 and P3. Hence, in
all copies examined.
Page 337: second “3” smudged in page number “337”. In one case c, two cases e and one
case f. Not in one case a, nor in a case b. Neither in the binder’s cased parts‐set B3, nor in
parts‐sets P2 and P3.
Page 340: a dropped numeral, “3”, missing from the page number “340”. In one case c,
two cases e and one case f. Not in one case a, nor in a case b. Neither in parts‐sets P2 and P3,
nor in the binder’s cased parts‐set B3.
Page 358, line 3: an error in the list of authorities’ initials. “J. D. H.” is a misprint for “T.
D. H.” (Dr Thomas D. Hilton).
Gathering T8: only in one case f, a major mis‐pagination, 273 [signed T], 278, 279, 276,
277, 274, 275 [signed T2], 280, 281, 286, 287, 284, 285, 282, 283, 288. The gathering is clearly
misprinted, rather than misfolded.l I have seen only one example among several dozen
copies personally examined, and following a general request for help to HIST‐NAT‐
HIST@JISCMAIL.AC.UK, the Society for the History of Natural History’s discussion list,
none of the list‐members was able to report another.
Although these various typographical errors and ink blemishes are of no great
importance per se, they contribute to the understanding of Victorian printing and trade‐
binding practices; thus the lack of correlation with case designs is notable. Furthermore, the
various errors are not always associated with each other. Hence, there is no consistent
l A correctly printed but wrongly folded octavo sheet, although producing non‐consecutive numbering
overall, would nevertheless still result in consecutive numbers on each side of a leaf, thus: 273 [signed T], 274,
279, 280, 277, 278, 275 [signed T2], 276, 285, 286, 283, 284, 281, 282, 287, 288. Hence, all the page numbers occur
in pairs, a quite different situation from that observed here. My experimentations in folding have shown that
the observed mis‐sequencing might have arisen when perfecting the sheet either by the second forme being
wrongly orientated; or, if the second forme were correctly orientated, by turning the sheet side‐to‐side instead
of end‐to‐end. The first kind of error could potentially have produced quite a lot of incorrect T8 gatherings
before it was noticed during the print‐run, but the second kind could have been a one‐off error committed by
a distracted press‐man. In theory, however, the second error is impossible because the points on the tympan
that ensure correct register are generally reckoned to be asymmetrically positioned across the sheet, so that it
can be turned only end‐to‐end (see Gaskell, 1974: figures 5053). Nevertheless, examination of uncut copies of
the Actinologia has revealed that the point‐holes are more or less symmetrically positioned, which would in
fact have allowed turning of the sheet in either direction. This appears to cast doubt on an assumption that the
points in octavo‐printing were always positioned asymmetrically across the sheet, although McKerrow (1927:
260261) long ago drew attention to the possibility of the presently‐described aberrant pagination occurring.
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relationship between any errors and the chronological order of the case designs described
herein (see later). This observation corroborates Gaskell’s (1974: 144) comment that “The
relationship between the order of printing of the sheets and the order of their gathering into
books must always have depended on the habits of individual workmen”. In general, there
is also no overall consistent pattern in the occurrence of these errors with regard to either
original parts or bound volumes, with one possible exception. Thus, the blemishes on page
249 caused by loosened spaces (see footnote k) seem to occur increasingly randomly in case‐
designs bf, but do not occur in original separate parts or cased sets. This seems to indicate
that the forme including page 249 was at the outset poorly locked up into the chase, and
worked progressively looser during the print‐run.
In general it may be concluded that any type‐setting error found in all copies examined
was most likely to be a compositor’s fault that was printed consistently throughout the print‐
run without being noticed. Some smudges of particular characters probably resulted from
poor inking procedure. Such typographical and imposition errors should not be regarded as
“points” in the strict bibliographical sense (see Carter & Barker, 2006: 170171); thus they do
not constitute a distinction of manufacture or issue that implies a distinction of
bibliographical precedence. With the possible exception of the blemishes on page 249, most
of them cannot reliably distinguish copies of the parts‐issue from copies of the book‐issue.
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION – THE PLATES
The original drawings and paintings

Most of Gosse’s illustrations for the Actinologia were produced from life, executed in
graphite, watercolour and gouache, and exhibit a truly impressive level of fine detail. A few
were copied from paintings by Joshua Alder (17921867) and William Pennington Cocks
(17911878) (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: 83, 120, 187), and one was copied from a photograph sent by
Professor George Dickie (18121882) of Belfast (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: 335). Extremely complex
collages were constructed for each plate by carefully cutting out individually painted images
of various species and mounting them on naturalistic sub‐marine backgrounds. Some of the
paintings for the plates are in the A. C. Haddon collection held by the Horniman Museum
and Gardens Library (Gaskin, 1937; Freeman & Wertheimer, 1980). Although the published
plates could not possibly attain the same standard as Gosse’s paintings, their correctness is
nevertheless remarkable, and the colours are extremely close to the originals (see Figures 8
and 9).
Printing processes and descriptions

The Actinologia has always been much admired for its beautiful plates, which were
printed by William Dickes (18151892), and represent some of his most striking work. Plates
I to X, each with a brightly coloured, textured surface in oil‐based inks (see Figures 911),
were produced by his own modification of the Baxter process (see Docker, 1924: catalogue
no. 115), for which he held a licence.m The final two plates are common lithographs, plate XI
m

George Baxter (18041867) granted licences for his colour process only between 1849 and 1854 (Lewis, 1908).
Dickes was certainly a licensee (Docker, 1924), but by the time he was producing the plates for Gosse’s
Actinologia, a licence was not necessary, as Baxter’s patent expired in 1854. However, as Lewis (1908) pointed
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being uncoloured and plate XII very carefully hand‐coloured. Gosse (1859a: vii) wrote, “The
plates must speak for themselves: they have been printed in colours by Mr. W. Dickes, who
has spared no effort to make them, as nearly as possible, fac‐similes of my original drawings,
which were made from the life”.
The plates were published one in each of the twelve parts, in numerical order. Guidance
to the binder is provided in part XII (pages [ix]x) regarding the placement of the plates
when the parts were cased. In six copies in cases a to f (see later), and in all others seen in
publisher’s or binder’s cloth, they are consistently placed in accordance with the instructions,
as follows:
Plate I facing page 12 or 13.
Plate II facing page 42 or 43.
Plate III facing page 106.
Plate IV facing page 190.
Plate V as frontispiece.
Plate VI facing page 206 or 207.
Plate VII facing page 228 or 229.
Plate VIII facing page 234 or 235.
Plate IX facing page 282 or 283.
Plate X (in either of two states) facing page 308 or 309.
Plate XI facing page 348 or 349.
Plate XII facing page 358 or 359.
Each plate is positioned between the same letterpress pages; the page variations result
when a plate is tipped‐in on the left (as a verso) or on the right (as a recto) of the page‐
opening.
The dimensions of the printed area of each plate are 17.4  10.6 cm ( 1 mm). Each leaf
measures 22.7  14.4 cm, and has no point‐holes. The thick paper has no watermark. Below
each image are the attributions, “P. H. G. DEL.” or “P. H. GOSSE AD VIV.” and “IN
COLOURS BY W. DICKES.” or “W. DICKES, SC.”. The plate‐number of each, in Roman
numerals, appears at the top right‐hand corner. The anemones depicted are named below
the images; Arabic numbers down the side and along the bottom of each plate provide keys
to the species.n The legend for S. ichthystoma on plate II is mis‐spelt S. icthystoma. Plate XI has
no legend other than “ANATOMICAL DETAILS”, but the numbered figures are explained
in the anatomical discussion on pages xixl.
A footnote (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: 338) to the reference to plate X in the description of
Hoplangia durotrix reads, “Marked ‘Phyllangia Americana’ in some copies”. Actually, it is
difficult to find copies in which this is not so; nevertheless, there are indeed two states of
plate X, which are shown in Figures 10 and 11. The first state names figure 9 as Phyllangia
americana (cf. Gosse, 1858a), whilst in the second state it is renamed Hoplangia durotrix. The
reason for this has previously been explained. The second state appears to be quite scarce. A
random check of 22 copies revealed only two examples, in publisher’s cloth‐case designs c
out, those who had taken out a licence would have received personal instruction about the process by Baxter
himself.
n The foregoing details help to distinguish Dickes’s Actinologia plates from those pirated by the Belgian
horticulturist Louis Benoît Van Houtte (see below).
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and e (which see later), but not all copies of plate X in those cases are of the second state.
Incidentally, both states have figures 12 and 13 incorrectly named as Cyathina smithii instead
of Caryophyllia smithii (see Gosse, 1859d: 310). I have never seen a copy of plate X with
Caryophyllia smithii correctly named.
Subsequent reproductions

The original images of the Actinologia plates have subsequently been copied in various
physical forms. The earliest copies actually constituted an act of piracy perpetrated by the
Belgian horticulturist Louis Benoît Van Houtte (18101876), who owned businesses
including plant nurseries, aquarium suppliers and a printing‐house. He had
chromolithographic copies of plates IVIII prepared for his in‐house journal Flore des Serres.o
All eight of these un‐numbered pirated plates may occur in the journal as mirror‐images,
with an accompanying text by Charles Victor Naudin (18151899), an Aide‐naturaliste at the
Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle de Paris, best known for his studies in economic botany,
hybridization and heredity, and one of the several botanists and horticulturists then writing
for Flore des Serres. A disarming note (Naudin, 1858 [18581860]) explains that:
LA FLORE en donne ici des figures coloriées, avec un texte explicatif, empruntés, à
l’excellent et savant ouvrage de M. Gosse (1), membre de la société royale de Londres.
(1) Ph. Henry Gosse, F. R. S., a History of the british sea Anemones and Madrepores, etc.,
London, Van Voorst, 1858.

The early title and date of this reference to the Actinologia demonstrates well Van
Houtte’s alacrity in seizing such an opportunity to further his business. Naudin’s
unauthorized French translation of the Actinologia text up to page 104 was faulty in various
respects, including minor factual inaccuracies, errors in the Latin terminology, and in its
inclusion of Gosse’s original plate numbers, despite the reproductions in Flore des Serres
being un‐numbered. A horticultural journal is perhaps an unexpected place to find
illustrations of sea anemones, but they apparently served simply as an enticement to clients
of Van Houtte’s business (see Van Houtte’s footnote on page 143 in Naudin, 1858
[18581860]):
Les Aquariums marins établis depuis des années dans l’Établissement Van Houtte,
contiennent toujours, à la disposition des amateurs, des Zoophytes et particulièrement
des Anémones de mar. L.VH

As elsewhere in Europe, the Belgian aquarium craze developed rapidly in the 1850s, and
Naudin’s limited translation of the Actinologia was clearly a thinly disguised advertisement

o In the 1840s and 1850s, the Belgian bourgeoisie was entranced by the splendour of exotic plants, luxurious
greenhouses and gardens, and lavishly illustrated books. Van Houtte aggressively exploited this predilection
in order to expand his horticultural business; his journals, published ostensibly as scientific and instructional
works, were in fact little more than sales catalogues. The production of chromolithographs became a business
diversification in itself, providing wall‐decorations for the sumptuous houses of the burgeoning middle‐class.
I have encountered two separate sets of the pirated Actinologia plates with no accompanying text, presumably
sold for that purpose.
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Figure 10. First state of plate X of the Actinologia: figure 9 wrongly named Phyllangia
americana (from a copy in a case b). Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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Figure 11. Second state of plate X of the Actinologia: figure 9 correctly named Hoplangia
durotrix (from a copy in a case c). Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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for Van Houtte’s aquarium business and sales of attractive chromolithographs; it was
valueless to true naturalists.
Without doubt, the most unusual form of reproduction of the Actinologia plates was the
manufacture of the amazingly delicate coloured glass models of sea anemones by the
Blaschka familyp beginning in the early 1860s (Miller & Lowe, 2008; Bertini et al., 2016);
inspiration was drawn not only from the Actinologia plates, but also from those in
A Naturalist’s Rambles on the Devonshire Coast (Gosse, 1853). Whether the permission of Gosse,
Van Voorst or Dickes was obtained for this commercial undertaking is apparently not
known; nor whether Gosse was consulted for advice on translating the images from a two‐
dimensional to a three‐dimensional form. I am not aware of any mention of the Blaschka
models in later publications by Gosse or contemporary marine zoologists.
The next to avail himself of Dickes’s illustrations was Ernst Haeckel (18341919) in his
Kunstformen der Natur (Haeckel, 18991904). Plate 49 is a composite coloured representation
of various sea‐anemone species copied from a number of works; several figures are
recognizable as being from Gosse’s Actinologia.
A late edition of Glaucus (Kingsley, 1904) was published by George Routledge with
additional notes “and eight coloured plates from Mr. P. H. Gosse’s ‘Aquarium’ ”. However,
the plates are in fact the original nos I, II, III, V, VI, VII, VIII and IX from the Actinologia,
reproduced photographically in full colour by the photogravurists André & Sleigh Ltd of
Bushey, Hertfordshire.
Finally, plates I and IX of the Actinologia were reproduced photographically as half‐tones
by James Townsend & Sons, Exeter, Devon, to serve as plates V and VI in Ilfracombe Fauna
and Flora (Palmer, 1946).
DATING OF THE ACTINOLOGIA
The parts‐issue

Before publication of the Actinologia parts commenced, a prospectus was circulated to
announce the issue of part I; “On the 1st March 1858 (DV) will be published the first No. of a
PROPOSED WORK ON THE BRITISH SEA ANEMONES”. Gosse more than once wrote
letters on copies of this prospectus, drawing attention to his forthcoming work. One
example, in the Natural History Museum, London, bears a letter dated 11 November 1857
(MSS GOS B). Two other such letters are in the Wellcome Library, London, dated 20
February 1858 and 12 March 1858; the latter has a manuscript amendment of the printed
matter  “on 1st March 1858 (DV) will be was published” (MS9142:13).
The complete publication schedule of the Actinologia was announced by Gosse in the
prospectus on the back wrapper of part I (Gosse, 1858b: w[3]w[4]) as follows:
As far as I can foresee, the Work will not exceed about twelve such parts as the present,
each containing 32 pages 8vo, and a coloured Plate; so that a volume of 384 pages, with
12 plates, executed in a style not inferior to the present part, will cost eighteen shillings.
The parts are intended to be issued on the 1st of every alternate month.

p

The father‐and‐son team of Leopold (18221895) and Rudolf (18571939) Blaschka of Dresden manufactured
large numbers of glass models of marine invertebrates, and in later years, a wonderful series of glass flowers.
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In common with many parts‐issues of Van Voorst titles, the wrappers of some parts bear
not only their own actual dates of publication, but also the predicted date of issue of the next
part (see Figure 2). In the present instance, parts IIV carry such information.
When Haddon enquired of Gosse what were the dates of the original parts, Gosse’s
reply (Figure 1), 28 years after the book‐issue was published, essentially reiterated his
prospectus. However, the normally meticulous Gosse suffered an uncharacteristic lapse of
memory of what actually occurred. Cogent evidence shows that he had failed to recall that
the final part was issued earlier than 1 January 1860, the date that might have been expected
from the regular bimonthly appearance of the first eleven parts. Hence, the book‐issue also
appeared earlier than that, although a contemporaneous review of the Actinologia
(Anonymous, 1860) gave the range of publication dates as 18581860.
Admittedly, Freeman & Wertheimer (1980) expressed some doubt about Gosse’s
information, but they nevertheless perpetuated the dating errors; this is surprising because
they purported to have examined the British Library copy (7296.c.48), which is in fact bound
from the parts (Table 1), each dated with the blue legal‐deposit acquisition stamp of the
British Museum. Although publication dates are printed on the wrappers of parts IIV of set
P1 of the Actinologia, parts VXII are not dated (Table 2), which corroborates Gosse’s
information (Figure 1). However, in set P2, part IV is not dated, so the wrappers of part IV
exist in two states (Figures 2 and 3).
It seems reasonable to accept Gosse’s contention that each part was indeed published on
the first day of alternate months, at least up to part XI (presumably on 1 November 1859),
since that predicted schedule was published repeatedly, and no contemporary references to
the progress of publication cast doubt on it. For instance, an advertising circular (Figure 12),
apparently issued after publication of part VI, by the aquarium‐dealer William Alford Lloydq
(18261880), reiterated that “The Work is published in Parts, on the 1st of every alternate
month” and “It is expected that the whole will be complete in Twelve Parts, at a cost of
Eighteen Shillings”, all of which confirms that the proposed schedule was being adhered to.r
Another circular (Figure 13), again apparently issued by Lloyd,s but printed by Morgan &
Chase, High Holborn, enumerates the figures on the plates in all twelve parts. It was
produced probably in November, just before part XII was published: “This circular is sent
out to announce the completion of the work early in December, 1859, when it will be issued
as a handsome octavo volume, in cloth, price 21s.” Hence, the proposed scheme was
apparently followed until part XII came out in December 1859, instead of on 1 January 1860
as has previously been supposed. In fact, it was received as a legal‐deposit copy by the
q

Lloyd played a big part in marketing and selling the Actinologia, advertising it in his catalogue of aquarium
supplies and relevant books (Lloyd, 1858). He perhaps sold more copies than Van Voorst during the issuing of
the earlier original parts (see Freeman & Wertheimer, 1980: 68).
r It is perhaps about such circulars that Gosse wrote thus to Lloyd: “If you will send this over to Clay & direct
him what to do with the notices you will have what you ask for. I suppose it is really worth the additional
expense. There must be no alteration in the matter printed; only the addition of your monogram or name”
(letter ref. 22yy in Gosse‐Lloyd correspondence (LA.II.425/22) held by Edinburgh University Library).
Although the letter is undated, its association with the issuing of the Actinologia is strongly suggested by the
mention of Clay, the printer of the book, and by the final comment “I long to see biserialis. How about
Belgium?” This apparently refers to “Sagartia ? biserialis”, one of the species desiderata listed by Gosse in his
“Address” printed on the wrappers of parts III to VIII.
s This is the circular purported by Freeman & Wertheimer (1980: 68) to have been issued by Morgan & Chase.
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Figure 12. Recto and verso of Lloyd’s advertising circular issued after publication of part VI of the Actinologia,
bearing the title of the parts‐issue (cf. titles in Figures 2 and 3). The added manuscript records a customer’s
order for part VI. Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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Figure 13. Pages 1 and 4 of Lloyd’s advertising circular issued after publication of part XI of the Actinologia,
bearing the title of the book‐issue (cf. title in Figure 7). Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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British Museum library on 31 December 1859 (see Table 2) and the consolidated volume was
no doubt issued simultaneously (see later).
Nevertheless, it is advisable to test the author’s and publisher’s forecasts with post hoc
evidence. Accordingly, thorough searches for reviews and advertisements for the individual
parts were made in journals and newspapers. The following itemst were discovered, all of
which are consistent with the predicted or definitive dates of publication:
Part I was announced to appear on 1 March 1858 in the Birmingham Daily Post, 7 December
1857, page 1; in the Caledonian Mercury, 9 December 1857, page 1; in the Birmingham
Journal and Commercial Advertiser, 12 December 1857, page 12; in the Lincoln, Rutland and
Stamford Mercury, 18 December 1857, page 3; and in the Nottinghamshire Guardian, 24
December 1857, page 7.
Part I was reviewed in the Leeds Intelligencer, 27 February 1858, page 3 (two days earlier than
the predicted 1 March, so perhaps a pre‐publication specimen copy).u
Parts I to III were advertised as “now published and the remaining Parts will appear on the
1st of each alternate month” in the Morning Chronicle, 24 July 1858, page 1; also on 31
July 1858; also on 7 August 1858 (consistent with the known publication of part III on 1
July 1858).
Parts I to IV were advertised as “now published and the remaining Parts will appear on the
1st of each alternate month” in the Morning Chronicle, 11 September 1858, page 1; also on
25 September 1858 (consistent with the known publication of part IV on 1 September
1858).
Parts I to IV were reviewed in the Belfast News‐Letter, 16 September 1858, page 3 (consistent
with the known publication of part IV on 1 September 1858).
Parts I to IV were reviewed in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History (3rd series, volume
2, no. 11), November 1858, pages 367369 (consistent with the known publication of part
IV on 1 September 1858, though rather later).
Part V was alluded to in the Banffshire Journal and General Advertiser, 16 November 1858, page
5 (consistent with publication of part V on 1 November 1858).
Part VI: I possess a customer’s order dated 6 January 1859 for part VI, written out on one of
Lloyd’s circulars (Figure 12), consistent with its publication on 1 January 1859. The
transcription reads:

1859
Janry 6
1 Part. 6 f 1.6
J Kirk Esq
Post free nett
t The placing of newspaper advertisements was presumably the responsibility of Van Voorst, who perhaps
also supplied specimen copies to reviewers. The wide geographical range of the newspapers (published in
London, the Midlands, northern England and Scotland) that carried advertisements illustrates well his
assiduous marketing of the Actinologia.
u A few copies of another book published by Van Voorst, The Aquarium (Gosse, 1854a), are also known to have
been available some days before the official publication date, perhaps for review purposes (Freeman &
Wertheimer, 1980: 48). Similarly, the publisher John Murray made some copies of On the Origin of Species
(Darwin, 1859) available 22 days before the official publication date (Freeman, 1977: 75). Perhaps this was
fairly common practice among Victorian publishers.
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Table 2. The parts‐issue of the Actinologia: compositions, with inferred (Freeman & Wertheimer, 1980) and
substantiated latest publication dates.
Part

Plates; pages

Dates printed Dates given
on wrappers by F&W a

Received by
British Museum

Latest date
substantiated b

I

I; [1]32 (710 cancellandum)

1 Mar. 1858

1858 Mar.

13 Apr. 1858

27 Feb. 1858

II

II; 3364

1 May 1858

1858 May

24 Jun. 1858

1 May 1858

III

III; 6596

1 Jul. 1858

1858 Jul.

1 Jul. 1858

1 Jul. 1858

IV

IV; 97128

1 Sept. 1858

1858 Sept.

22 Oct. 1858

1 Sept. 1858

V

V; 129[160]

None

1858 [Nov.]

26 Mar. 1859

16 Nov. 1858

VI

VI; 161192

None

1859 [Jan.]

26 Mar. 1859

6 Jan. 1859

VII

VII; 193224

None

1859 [Mar.]

26 Mar. 1859

26 Mar. 1859

VIII

VIII; 225256

None

1859 [May]

27 May 1859

27 May 1859

IX

IX; 257288

None

1859 [Jul.]

8 Jul. 1859

8 Jul. 1859

X

X; [289]320

None

1859 [Sept.]

18 Oct. 1859

18 Oct. 1859

XI

XI; [321]352

None

1859 [Nov.]

31 Dec. 1859

31 Dec. 1859

XII

XII; 353362; 710
(cancellans); [363364]; [i]xl

None

1860 Jan.

31 Dec. 1859

31 Dec. 1859

Notes to Table 2. a Freeman & Wertheimer (1980). These are the dates predicted when commencement of
publication of the Actinologia was announced, and later reiterated by Gosse in his postcard (10 December 1887)
to Haddon. However, they are unacceptable without corroborating evidence.
b Substantiated latest publication dates of parts include the exact dates printed on wrappers; or the date of
receipt by the British Museum of a legal‐deposit copy; or the date of an advertisement, review or book‐seller’s
order, as documented herein, whichever is the earliest. In some instances an actual publication date might be
earlier than the latest substantiated date.

Part XII was certainly published simultaneously with the issue of the consolidated volume in
mid‐December 1859 (see above and Table 2).
Considering all these facts in addition to the printed dates on parts I to IV, it is
extremely unlikely that the announced dates of publication were not adhered to, even
though exact corroboration has not yet been found for the issue of parts VII to XI.
Nevertheless, it is clear that all the parts were issued within the intended period finishing in
December 1859.
However, regardless of the foregoing supporting evidence for Van Voorst’s publication
schedule, one must observe the mandatory dating requirements of Article 21, particularly
paragraph 21.4, of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999). Although the date of issue of a part may be inferred from
the proposed publishing schedule (see above), that alone is not enough; availability of a part
on a particular date must be demonstrated. Accordingly, the undated parts must be dated
according only to substantiated evidence of their existence as a published work, as given in
Table 2, although this may on occasion be frustratingly counterintuitive.v Nonetheless, the

v A printed publication date accurate only to one year cannot be assumed to be earlier than 31 December of
that year; a date accurate to one month cannot be assumed to be earlier than the last day of that month.
However, a library accession‐date may be regarded as a date later than which a work could not have been
published.
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inferred dates of publication may yet provide valuable clues for tracing confirmatory
evidence for the predicted publication dates.
Haddon’s (1889) assertion that references had been made in the scientific literature to the
Actinologia during 1858 was investigated by a search covering 18581861 of issues of some
journals considered most likely to contain relevant papers, viz., The Zoologist, Proceedings of
the Zoological Society of London, Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Proceedings of the
Linnean Society of London and Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Although those journals
indeed contain some papers on hexacorallians by Gosse and contemporary naturalists
during the relevant period, I was unable to trace any references to the Actinologia parts.
Presumably Haddon had seen crucial papers in some other journal(s). If such evidence is
discovered in the future, the substantiated dates of publication of some of the Actinologia
parts might be pushed further back than already demonstrated in Table 2.
The book‐issue

To the incautious, the correctness of the title‐page date of any book may appear to be
indisputable. However, the strategy of publishing a book to target the Christmas market,
whilst dating the title‐page for the following year was fairly common practice among
Victorian publishers, no doubt to avoid the book’s appearing to be a year old only one
month after publication. Various bibliographers (Jackson, 1881: xviiixix; Penzer, 1923: 23;
Freeman & Wertheimer, 1980: 68) have commented on this practice, which appears to have
been generally acknowledged in the nineteenth century, though nowadays it is not so widely
known about. Furthermore, another ploy to maintain the appearance of currency of a
volume originally issued in parts was to print a single year on the title‐page, rather than the
whole period taken to issue the parts. Both of these publishers’ marketing strategies apply to
the Actinologia.
Despite its title‐page being dated 1860, the Actinologia appears among a list of “Works
published by Mr. Van Voorst during 1859” (Figure 14), appended to the second supplement
of William Yarrell’s History of British Fishes (Yarrell, 1860). This was not an error, since a
publication date of 1859 for the volume is corroborated in the fortnightly book‐trade
publication, The Publishers’ Circular. In the issue for 31 December 1859 (Anonymous, 1859:
713), we see:
ALTHOUGH the great pressure of the publishing fortnight was of course on the
preparation for Christmas, the year closes with some books of the first importance. It is
perhaps doubtful whether we ought not to say that the New Year opens with them; but
as dealing with facts, we must, despite their title‐pages, register them as issued during
the last fortnight ... The following is our usual classification of the chief new books since
our last:
In Literature, Art, and Science.  Gosse’s British Sea Anemones and Corals ... Griffith and
Henfrey’s Micrographic Dictionary ...

Curiously, despite that explicit statement, the Actinologia is not listed under “NEW
WORKS PUBLISHED FROM THE 14TH TO THE 31ST OF DECEMBER” (Anonymous, 1859:
717723), which, of course, it should have been, but perhaps it was not considered to be
“new” because the parts‐issue was begun during the previous year. Moreover, some other
books mentioned among the “chief new books” are also inexplicably omitted from the fuller
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Figure 14. “Works published by Mr. Van Voorst during 1859”, appended to the second supplement
(dated 1860) of William Yarrell’s History of British Fishes. Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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listing.w Nevertheless, the last part (XII) of the Actinologia, no doubt issued simultaneously
with the consolidated volume and received as a legal‐deposit copy by the British Museum
library on 31 December 1859 (see Table 2), may have been published as early as 14
December. Furthermore, the Taunton Courier and Western Advertiser of 4 January 1860
included the Actinologia among the “NEW BOOKS, published during the WEEK ending
DECEMBER 31, 1859”.
Thus, four independent sources unequivocally establish publication of the book at some
time between 14 and 31 December 1859 (cf. F&W). This date is consistent with the
consolidated volume being published simultaneously with the final part XII (see previously).
Despite that cogent contemporary evidence, misleading information was also published at
the same time. Thus, The English Catalogue of Books published from January, 1835, to January,
1863 (Low, 1864: 303) records the publication of “British Sea Anemones and Madrepores,
new edit., 8vo, 21s ... Van Voorst 1860”. Note that the title given is that of the parts‐issue, the
book‐issue being incorrectly assumed to be a new edition.
PUBLISHER’S CLOTH CASE DESIGNS

Freeman & Wertheimer (1980: 6970) recorded only three designs of publisher’s cases
(F&W108ac), which seems rather few for an edition of 4,000 copies. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to identify them from their written descriptions. Furthermore, a copy in dark
blue cloth is recorded (F&W108b), but every copy of the dozens that I have seen during the
last 45 years appeared to me to be dark green. To reconcile this and other discrepancies,
coloured scans of the late Richard Freeman’s three examples designated F&W108ac were
obtained from the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University of Toronto, where his
collection of Gosse books is now held.
I provide herein a de novo account of the publisher’s cases; coloured illustrations are
provided in order to avoid uncertainties about differences between the designs. The likely
chronological order of issue is inferred from the combined evidence of included
advertisements, owners’ inscriptions and cloth‐grains. The common features of all six
designs are: on the front board, the central diamond‐shaped device of a gilt stylized coralline
with “THE | BRITISH | SEA ANEMONES | AND | CORALS” on a gilt band; and on the
spine, a similar device, modified and reduced, with the lettering “GOSSE”, of different sizes,
below it. Other more variable features are described below; it should be noted that whilst the
case designs are definitive, the states of the text and plate X, the typographical errors, and
the presence of errata slips and advertisements are not necessarily associated with any
particular design. In general, the colours of the cases, although described herein as dark
green, may vary slightly in tone, possibly according to their degrees of exposure to light in
the past.
Case a (Figure 15). Regarded as the primary case (December 1859), separately supplied
new by the publisher to subscribers to the parts‐issue; it would have been used by the
subscriber’s binder after discarding the parts wrappers. Boards 232 × 143 mm. Dark green
bead (cloth‐grain Krupp Bea5); front board with gilt and blind blocking; back board as front,
w

Those other books include another spuriously‐dated Van Voorst title (see also Figure 14), the second edition
of The Micrographic Dictionary (Griffith & Henfrey, 1860 [1859]), which like the Actinologia, bears the incorrect
date of 1860 on its title‐page.
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but in blind and without central device. The lettering of “GOSSE” on the spine measures 4 ×
24 mm. I possess a pristine unused example, which loosely holds a complete set of the parts
(P2), having never got as far as the binder; over‐exposure of the spine to light has given it, to
my eye, a blue tinge. I also have a set of the original parts (B2) in a case a, identifiable as such
because the original sewing holes of the part‐issue are detectable. Its text‐block has all edges
gilt, with a reduced leaf‐size of 217 × 139 mm (cf. size in parts‐issues), resulting in the boards
having an oversized, mis‐shapen square.x Original misprinted leaf b1 not cancelled. There is
no sign of the errata slip for part I, but a very short stub 41 mm high at page 79 indicates that
the erratum slip for part III was once tipped in there. Generally, the integral advertisement
leaf 2B4 may be excised (though not necessarily always), but no other advertisements
present; endpapers pale yellow; no binder’s ticket.
Case b (cf. Figure 15). Dark green bead (cloth‐grain Krupp Bea5); front board with gilt
and blind blocking; back board as front, but in blind and without central device. Design and
size as primary case a, except lettering for “GOSSE” on spine measures 5 × 25 mm.
Apparently the first case‐design used by Van Voorst’s trade‐binders for the book‐issue (from
1859 to the early 1860s), only distinguishable from case a by the larger size of lettering for
“GOSSE”. All edges uncut, may include integral advertisement leaf 2B4, but no other
advertisements. Leaf b1 is a cancellans (cf. F&W); erratum slip for part III tipped in at page 1
(cf. F&W). Endpapers very pale yellow; no binder’s ticket. Example with inscription dated
1864. This case design is that designated F&W108a, confirmed by comparison with Richard
Freeman’s copy in the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library. However, Freeman’s written
account of the design is unclear and does not conform to that of his actual copy (cf. F&W).
Case c (Figure 16). Dark green bead (cloth‐grain Krupp Bea5); front board with gilt and
blind blocking; back board as front, but in blind and without central device. Size as case a,
but design different, and lettering for “GOSSE” on spine 5 × 25 mm. All edges uncut; may
include integral advertisement leaf 2B4; may also have an additional four‐leaf Van Voorst
advertising insert sewn in, dated July 1871. Leaf b1 is a cancellans (cf. F&W); erratum slip for
part III tipped in at page 1 (cf. F&W). Endpapers very pale yellow; no binder’s ticket.
Example with inscription dated 1872.
Case d (cf. Figure 17). Dark green bead (cloth‐grain Krupp Bea5); front board with gilt
and blind blocking; back board as front, but in blind and without central device. Size as case
a, but design as case e; lettering for “GOSSE” on spine is 4 × 24 mm. All edges uncut,
includes integral advertisement leaf 2B4; either no other advertisements or additional
twelve‐leaf Van Voorst advertising insert sewn in, dated January 1879; leaf b1 is a cancellans
(cf. F&W); erratum slip for part III tipped in at page 1 (cf. F&W). Endpapers pale yellow; no
binder’s ticket. The dated advertisement indicates a case later than 1878. An example with an
inscription dated 23 August 1888 (when P. H. Gosse died), is an in memoriam presentation
x A binder’s term referring to the square area occupied by the boards’ extension at the corners, beyond the
head or tail and the fore‐edge of the text‐block, roughly bisected diagonally by the mitred turn‐ins of the cloth
at the corners. If the parts of a monograph were cased without cutting, in the boards supplied by a publisher
to a subscriber, the square would be of the same size as that of the boards of the publisher’s issue of the
consolidated volume. However, if the text block were guillotined before casing, and especially if gilded,
marbled or stained, the square would be noticeably oversized, and perhaps also no longer square, as in the
present case.
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Figure 15. Van Voorst’s case a, as supplied to subscribers to the parts‐issue of the Actinologia. Photo R. B.
Williams, 2016.
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Figure 16. Van Voorst’s case c for the book‐issue of the Actinologia. Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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Figure 17. Van Voorst’s case e for the book‐issue of the Actinologia. Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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Figure 18. Van Voorst’s case f for the book‐issue of the Actinologia. Photo R. B. Williams, 2016.
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copy from his son Edmund Gosse to Adam Sedgwick. This case design is confirmed by a
scan of Richard Freeman’s copy in the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library to be that
designated F&W108b, although the colour is to me definitely not dark blue; it appears, like
other copies, to be dark green, perhaps with only a slight bluish tinge (cf. F&W).
Case e (Figure 17). Dark green ultra‐fine diagonal rib “S” grain (cloth‐grain Krupp
Rib10); front board with gilt and black blocking; back board as front, but in blind and
without central device. Size as case a, design as case d, except non‐gilt blocking on front
board is not blind but black. Lettering for “GOSSE” on spine 4 × 24 mm; leaf b1 is a cancellans
(cf. F&W); erratum slip for part III tipped in at page 1 (cf. F&W). Integral advertisement leaf
2B4 excised; no other advertisements; endpapers very pale yellow; no binder’s ticket.
Case f (Figure 18). Dark green ultra‐fine diagonal rib, “S” grain (cloth‐grain Krupp
Rib10); front board with gilt and black blocking; back board plain, undecorated. Boards
reduced to 220 × 137 mm, and text‐block accordingly guillotined to 213 × 135 mm with
smooth edges. Lettering for “GOSSE” on spine 4 × 24 mm; leaf b1 is a cancellans (cf. F&W);
erratum slip for part III tipped in at page 1 (cf. F&W). Integral advertisement leaf 2B4
excised, no other advertisements; endpapers pale yellow; no binder’s ticket. Example with
inscription dated Christmas 1897. This case design is confirmed by comparison with Richard
Freeman’s copy in the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library to be that designated F&W108c
with the ownership inscription of 23 March 1903. Such copies were apparently issued by
Gurney & Jackson, Van Voorst’s successors after he retired in 1886.
In summary, all copies examined of the consolidated volume as issued by Van Voorst
(cases bf) have the original leaves b1 (pages xviixviii) and B4.5 (pages 710) cancelled.
Leaf 2B4 (advertisements for other books by Gosse) may or may not be excised in any of
these copies, and additional Van Voorst advertisements may be sewn in at the end of some.
Inexplicably, the redundant erratum slip for part III (tipped‐in at page 97 of part IV) is
almost invariably re‐inserted at page 1 of the book‐issue (cf. F&W), despite all the errata on
the two slips in the parts‐issue being consolidated on page 362. I have also seen a part III
erratum‐slip at page 91 in a set of the parts in binder’s cloth. However, in the book‐issue the
errata slip for part I originally placed at page 33 in part II seems always to have been
discarded. Placement of the plates, as previously described, is consistent in all of the many
copies examined.
The number of recorded designs of cloth cases for the Actinologia has been doubled to
six, and illustrations are now provided to facilitate accurate comparisons should more
designs or cloth‐grains be discovered.y Furthermore, the vague descriptions of the three
designs recorded by Freeman & Wertheimer (1980) have been reconciled with the present
account, thanks to comparisons with coloured scans of Freeman’s actual copies now in the
Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library. The presence or absence of integral or inserted
advertisements, each alone or together, is not consistently associated with any particular case
design, so is not characteristic. The chronological ordering of the designs is corroborated by
the known historical usage of the cloth‐grains. Thus, Krupp Bea5 was in fairly wide use

y Perhaps further variations of the type‐size of “GOSSE” on the spine are the most likely differences remaining
to be discovered. The presence or absence of integral or additional leaves of advertisements in different cases
also appears to be very variable.
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from about 1858 to the 1870s (Ball, 1985: 132; Krupp, 2008: 23) and Krupp Rib10 was the
commonest grain from the 1870s up to the 1890s (Ball, 1985: 135; Krupp, 2008: 29).
NOMENCLATURAL ACTS IN THE ACTINOLOGIA
Newly described taxa

All of the new taxa, some of which are still accepted as valid, established in the
Actinologia are noted herein in case any taxonomic revisions might require the revival of any
names made available in that work. They comprise only names up to family status, i.e., only
those subject to the rules of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (International
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999). Freeman & Wertheimer (1980: 6768)
stated that “The dating of the parts is not important for nomenclatorial priority, because,
although Gosse was the original describer of several of the contained species, the
descriptions had already been published in serials.” That is not universally true. In fact,
although the higher classification is long‐outdated and many of the taxa are now invalid, the
Actinologia contains one newly described family, four new genera, four new sub‐genera, and
twelve new species (cf. F&W) (see Table 3).
The availabilities of these new names may be established from the earliest possible
publication dates established either directly from the Actinologia parts or from external
evidence (see Table 2). It should be noted that although the family‐name Metridiidae (as
Metridiadæ on pages 7 and 9) in the book‐issue (Gosse, 1860 [1859]) is a nomen nudum, it was
described with its originally included genera on pages 7 and 8 in the original part I (Gosse,
1858b), which takes precedence over the reprinted pages 710 in part XII (Gosse, 1859a) (see
Williams, 1981a). However, all copies of the consolidated volume have the original pages
710 cancelled (see earlier).
Table 3. The parts‐issue of the Actinologia: dating of newly described taxa, their illustrations and descriptions.
Taxon (original name)

Current valid name

Plates c

Parts; pages

Latest date d

Metridiadæ
Sagartia ichthystoma
Thoe
Cylista
Scyphia
Chrysoela
Phellia picta
Gregoria
Gregoria fenestrata
Bolocera a
Peachia triphylla
Aureliania a
Aureliania augusta
Zoanthus sulcatus a
Zoanthus alderi
Paracyathus taxilianus
Paracyathus thulensis
Paracyathus pteropus

Metridiidae Carlgren b


II




XII

VII & XII

X

IX
IX & XII
IX & XII
X
X
X

I; 8
II; [57]59
IV; 122
IV; 123
IV; 123
IV; 123
V; [143]144
V; 145
V; [146]147
VI; 185
VIII; [243]245
IX; 282
IX; [283]284
X; [303]304
X; [305]306
X; [317]318
X; [319]320
XI; [321]322

27 Feb. 1858
1 May 1858
1 Sept. 1858
1 Sept. 1858
1 Sept. 1858
1 Sept. 1858
16 Nov. 1858
16 Nov. 1858
16 Nov. 1858
6 Jan. 1859
27 May 1859
8 Jul. 1859
8 Jul. 1859
8 Jul. 1859
8 Jul. 1859
18 Oct. 1859
18 Oct. 1859
18 Oct. 1859
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Sagartia elegans
Actinothoe
Heterogeneous group
Cereus
Incertae sedis
Sagartiogeton laceratus
Incertae sedis
Incertae sedis
Bolocera
Peachia cylindrica
Aureliania
Aureliania heterocera
Isozoanthus sulcatus
Incertae sedis
Caryophyllia smithii
Caryophyllia smithii
Caryophyllia smithii
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Taxon (original name)

Current valid name

Plates c

Parts; pages

Latest date d

Hoplangia a

Hoplangia
Hoplangia durotrix
Urticina eques


X
IX

XI; 337
XI; [338]340
XIXII; [351]353

31 Dec. 1859
31 Dec. 1859
8 Jul. 1859

Hoplangia durotrix a
Bolocera eques a

Notes to Table 3. a These original genus‐ and species‐group names remain valid. Each of the others is either
a junior synonym or homonym, or a species incertae sedis (see Manuel, 1981; Williams, 1997).
b Gosse assigned the species Actinoloba dianthus (now considered to be the type‐species of the genus
Metridium) to the family Sagartiidae. Since he did not include it in the genus Metridium, the type‐genus of
Metridiidae, his concept of Metridiidae clearly differed from the present‐day one. Hence, a later publication
of the family‐name by Carlgren (1893) has now come to be generally accepted as valid.
c When a plate illustrating a newly recognized species, associated with its proposed name, appeared in a part
published before the part that contained the complementary written description, the plate is deemed to
constitute an indication of said species in accordance with Article 12.2.7 of the International Code of Zoological
Nomenclature (International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999). Hence, as the conditions of
availability of a name are satisfied by the illustration, the name is thus available from the date of publication
of the illustration if it precedes the written description. The exception concerns Hoplangia and its type‐species
H. durotrix, because in the first state of plate X the image was incorrectly named; and the publication date of
the second state of plate X with the corrected legend has not been ascertained.
d The latest possible date of publication of a name in the Actinologia is taken to be that of the earliest part to
include either a written description or an illustration serving as an indication. A part‐wrapper may bear a
printed, explicit date accurate to the day. For the undated parts, the earliest date based on any external
evidence or an accession date for a legal‐deposit copy received by the British Museum (now the British
Library) is acceptable as evidence of publication (see Table 2, footnote b).

In several instances, a named figure of a newly described taxon was published in an
earlier part than that containing the written description (see Table 3); a name thus made
available by the plate caption takes its date of publication from that, thus having priority
over the subsequent description. In the example of Hoplangia durotrix this has led to some
difficulties, since plate X depicting this species exists in two states (Figures 10 and 11), where
figure 9 may be labelled Phyllangia americana or Hoplangia durotrix. The former may be taken
to be the earlier printing, in view of the footnote (Gosse, 1859b: 338) referring to plate X as
“Marked ‘Phyllangia Americana’ in some copies”. This situation arose because Gosse (1858a)
had previously misidentified as Phyllangia americana a coral species that he had never
previously encountered. His illustration must have been drawn and already printed for the
Actinologia before he later realized that it was in fact an undescribed species. This he named
Hoplangia durotrix in the text (Gosse, 1859b: 337340) published in part XI, following the part
containing the plate (see Table 3). In this instance, however, the first state of plate X, bearing
the erroneous name Phyllangia americana for figure 9, cannot be accepted as an indication of
the name Hoplangia durotrix; that distinction can only be accorded to the second state where
the correct name is directly associated with figure 9. It is a moot point, however, whether at
the time that the letterpress of part XI was printed, the second state of plate X had already
been issued or not. Hence, since it is probably impossible to discover exactly when the
second state was published, the availability of H. durotrix must date from its text description.
The same argument must also apply to the genus‐group name Hoplangia, because its
definition is provided by the description of H. durotrix, the type‐species by monotypy.
With regard to another coral, Caryophyllia smithii, figured as 12 and 13, also on plate X,
Gosse apparently regarded this as a species of Cyathina while the plate was being prepared,
and it was there so named (see Figures 10 and 11). However, by the time part X was
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published, he had reconsidered, accepting the species’ original assignment to the genus
Caryophyllia, noting in the text description, “Marked in the Plate ‘Cyathina Smithii’ ” (Gosse,
1859d: 310). The wording of this note implies that no correction was ever made of the
incorrect genus‐group name on plate X; it certainly remains unchanged on the second state
bearing the amendment of the name Hoplangia durotrix (see above). However, in a circular
issued probably in November 1859 by Lloyd (Figure 13), just before the work was
completed, the names of the species illustrated on all the plates are listed, and Caryophyllia
smithii is stated to appear on plate X.z
An explanation of the incorrect coral names on plate X, and its two states, may be
derived from Table 3. The letterpress description of Hoplangia durotrix, in part XI (Gosse,
1859b) was printed presumably about two months after the issue of plate X, on most copies
of which it was incorrectly named as Phyllangia americana (the first state). Although the
occurrence “in some copies” of this misnomer is pointed out in the letterpress of both the
parts‐issue and the book‐issue, it cannot be assumed that the second state of plate X might
occur in a set of the parts. If it does, it would have had to have been printed well before parts
X and XI were issued, which seems very unlikely. In fact, I have not observed a second state
of plate X in any of the limited number of parts‐issues available to me, but I have discovered
two examples in the book‐issue, both in later publisher’s cases c and e. It is therefore quite
possible that the note in the letterpress was intended to anticipate the printing of a second
state of plate X for the release of the book‐issue. Even so, that would presumably have
occurred quite some time after the first copies were sold, because reprinting would probably
not have been considered before most of the original plates had been used up (cf. Williams &
Torrens, 2016: 270). Apparently, despite its notice in the letterpress, the incorrect naming of
Caryophyllia smithii as Cyathina smithii on plate X was overlooked during the reprinting. I
have never seen an example of plate X with a legend that includes the correct names both of
Hoplangia durotrix and Caryophyllia smithii, despite their appearance together in the list of
plates (Gosse, 1859a: x). That incorrect listing cannot be interpreted as a reference to plate X
as an indication in the sense of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (International
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999), because the correct names are not there
directly associated with their depictions.
Concerning the new species Bolocera eques, however, its illustration on plate IX
constitutes a valid indication of the species‐name (Table 3). The type‐specimen was obtained
on 17 December 1858 by D. Ferguson, from whom Gosse received it about mid‐January 1859,
after which it survived for only two weeks (Gosse, 1859a: 353). The question arises, why the
publication of the plate in July 1859 preceded the letterpress description by as long as four
months, by far the longest period between any other illustration and its subsequent
description of a new species in the Actinologia. This description appeared in part XI
(November 1859), in appendix I, as a species discovered too late for inclusion in its proper
place. The genus Bolocera and its only known species at the time, B. tuediae, had been dealt
with in part VI, which was published only a few days before Gosse received B. eques (no
doubt to his vexation, but as he later pointed out, this is one of the disadvantages of
z

The two circulars issued by Lloyd (Figures 12 and 13) actually give different listings, both inaccurate, of the
species depicted on some plates, e.g., plates II and V, but only the published plates can be regarded as
definitive.
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publishing a monograph in parts). In this instance, however, he was apparently much more
certain of its novelty and taxonomic position than he had been with regard to the corals just
discussed. He thus quickly published its illustration and associated name, presumably with
the intention of gaining priority over anyone else who might have encountered the same
species; fortuitously, before 1859 was over, he received yet another specimen.
New nomenclatural combinations and replacement names

Nomenclatural acts other than descriptions of new taxa are rather few in the Actinologia.
They comprise only seven new combinations, and one replacement name for a junior
homonym (see Table 4).
Table 4. The parts‐issue of the Actinologia: dating of new combinations (comb. nov.) of genus‐group and
species‐group names, and species replacement names (nom. nov.).

New combinations and replacement names
Sagartia miniata (Gosse) (comb. nov.)
Sagartia ornata (Holdsworth) (comb. nov.)
Sagartia pura Alder in Gosse (nom. nov.)
Aiptasia couchii (Cocks) (comb. nov.)
Bolocera tuediae (Johnston) (comb. nov.)
Bunodes ballii (Cocks) (comb. nov.)
Cerianthus vermicularis (Forbes) (comb. nov.)
Aureliania heterocera (Thompson) (comb. nov.)

Part
II
II
III
V
VI
VII
IX
IX

Page
[41]
[54]
83
[152]
[186]
[198]
274
[285]

Latest date a
1 May 1858
1 May 1858
1 July 1858
16 November 1858
6 January 1859
26 March 1859
8 July 1859
8 July 1859

Note to Table 4. a See Table 2, note b; and Table 3, note d.

WRITING THE ACTINOLOGIA
Previous and concurrent projects

The prospectus for the Actinologia (on the wrappers of parts I and II) reveals that Gosse
had been preparing the work long before the parts‐issue began to appear in print. This
meant that he had no great difficulty in keeping up with the production of a new part every
two months.
For several years I have been collecting materials ... making carefully‐finished drawings
of every species and variety that came in my way; investigating their anatomy by
frequent dissection and microscopical examination; and studying their habits, both in
their native haunts and in the confinement of the aquarium.
A large amount of matter, both pictorial and literary, is now in my hands, derived not
only from my own efforts, but also from the liberality of many kind friends and excellent
naturalists in various parts of the kingdom, who have favoured me with many notes and
drawings of great value.

Gosse’s prodigious literary output has long been recognized; it was achievable largely
due to his habit of writing his scientific journals in strict literary form, so that he could
transfer his notes at short notice into a book‐manuscript almost without revision (Freeman &
Wertheimer, 1980: 8). Prior to publication of the Actinologia, he had accumulated a large
amount of information (see above) and had been publishing descriptions of new
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hexacorallian species, with accounts of their anatomy, behaviour and natural history, in
books and papers for some years (Gosse, 1853, 1854a, 1854b, 1855, 1856a, 1856b, 1856c, 1858a,
1858c, 1858d, 1858e, 1858f, 1858g, 1859e, 1859f, 1859g, 1859h). It is no doubt this long series of
publications that misled Freeman & Wertheimer (1980: 68) to assume that little or nothing of
any novelty or importance was originally published in the Actinologia. The list is provided
here to demonstrate the importance of Gosse’s publications before completion of the
Actinologia.
As he worked on the developing text, Gosse was continually updating and amplifying it
while the parts were being issued, which he emphasized in the preface (see previously). The
“Address” printed on the wrappers of parts III to VIII was extremely successful in eliciting
from fellow naturalists live specimens, new records and other information, some of which
Gosse wrote up as papers in journals even while publication of the Actinologia was in
progress, and then included in later parts. In some instances, however, previously
undescribed species came to light only when most of the parts had already been issued.
Despite this pressure of work, Gosse was apparently still able to publish each of the
twelve parts according to the predicted schedule. Remarkably, however, immediately before
publication commenced on 1 March 1858, he had already been working on two major books,
Omphalos (Gosse, 1857) and Evenings at the Microscope (Gosse, 1859e). Furthermore, during
the same period he published not only 20 papers on natural history, but also eight papers on
religious matters (see Freeman & Wertheimer, 1980: 117119). Moreover, despite his deep
involvement in these literary projects during the preparatory stages and active publication of
the Actinologia, he also managed to maintain his busy series of public appearances.
Remarkably, he found time to travel to Scotlandaa and the midlands and north of England,
where, for instance, he delivered a lecture in Birmingham on “The lower marine animals” at
the Midland Institute (see Birmingham Journal and Commercial Advertiser, 1 April 1857, page
2), and two lectures in the Hope Hall in Liverpool on “Examples of divine contrivance in the
structure of the lower animals” (see Liverpool Mercury, 5 February 1859, page 1; and 10
February 1859, page 1). The same lectures were repeated soon afterwards in the Music Hall
of Sheffield (see Sheffield Daily News and Morning Advertiser, 16 February 1859, page 2).
Notes on the new taxa

Further discussion of some of the new taxa listed in Table 3 may be informed by some of
Gosse’s original manuscripts and paintings held in certain libraries. Some of his notes, dated
18571860, compiled while he was writing the book and afterwards, are in a notebook in the
Natural History Museum, London (MSS GOS A). They include records of specimens and
information received from respondents to his “Address”; of special interest are Gosse’s
original opinions on the taxonomic affinities and naming of various species, some of which
he later amended in the book. Several species of lucernarians are noted, but that group,
aa For a lecture series at the Montrose Natural History and Antiquarian Society, Gosse proposed a fee of 5
guineas per lecture (see Montrose, Arbroath and Brechin Review, and Forfar and Kincardineshires Advertiser, 19
November 1858, page 7). Although expensive, it seems likely that this proposal was accepted, since Gosse
recorded that he visited Dr Howden of Montrose at about that time (Gosse, 1859d: 320).
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originally intended for inclusion in the Actinologia, was finally omitted. The notebook has an
index to genera and species; following some particular notes are numbers in brackets, which
may perhaps refer to folio numbers in the manuscript of the Actinologia. In order to avoid
overcomplicating matters in discussing Gosse’s notes, I retain here the scientific names that
were then current; I give their modern valid names (Williams, 1997) only if their omission
might cause misunderstanding.
A number of nominal species (including the epithets alderi, pellucida, yarrellii, bellii)
discovered at Falmouth by W. P. Cocks gave Gosse (and also Stephenson, 1935: 392)
considerable trouble in identifying them. Originally listing them as Sagartia species in his
notebook, he included them among doubtful species in appendix II of the Actinologia, where
(page 354) he provisionally assigned them to the genus Thoe. Another of Cocks’s nominal
species, Actinia johnstoni, was referred to “see bellis” in the notebook; in appendix III (page
355) it is confirmed to be a variety of Sagartia bellis, now known as Cereus pedunculatus (see
Stephenson, 1935).
A particularly enigmatic species described by Cocks is “Sagartia (?) chrysosplenium” (see
Gosse, 1858h: 119); its provisional generic assignment is puzzling because Gosse defined a
major characteristic of Sagartia to be the possession of acontia (Gosse, 1858b: 25), which this
species expressly lacks. Gosse’s conclusion in this instance was uncharacteristically
indecisive. His original opinion, as recorded in his notebook, was that the most likely affinity
might be with the genus Tealia, but for some inexplicable reason, he finally rejected that
possible relationship, and also with Actinia, with both of which genera chrysosplenium shares
much greater similarities than with Sagartia. His lingering doubts are reflected by his
provisionally proposing (Gosse, 1858h: 123) a new genus for it, Chrysoela, the type‐species of
which would therefore be Actinia chrysosplenium Cocks in Johnston, 1846. However, he did
not go so far as to publish the new combination Chrysoela chrysosplenium. Despite diligent
searching at the type‐locality and elsewhere, I and others have failed over many years to
rediscover this supposedly distinct form.
Another notebook entry records that on 5 December 1859 Gosse received a letter from a
Miss Robinson about “a new species” of Halcampa “with figures”. Clearly too late for
inclusion in part XII, he did not mention this anemone in any subsequent publication.
Gosse’s notes also indicate that, in addition to his misidentification of Phyllangia
americana (see previously), he had a few other difficulties with corals. For instance, he
initially queried whether his Paracyathus pteropus might be a fossil; perhaps he rather meant
that the species might belong to a genus originally established only as a fossil, as in the case
of Balanophyllia (Gosse, 1859b: 347). He also questioned whether those corals that he finally
assigned to the genus Paracyathus might instead belong to the genus Heterocyathus. However,
those uncertainties were ultimately rejected in the Actinologia, where he described three new
species of Paracyathus (Table 3). The gift recorded in his notebook of the type‐specimen of
Paracyathus thulensis by a Dr Howden of Montrose at first suggested to Gosse that he might
name it Paracyathus howdenii, but he subsequently deleted that attribution in favour of the
ancient name of the Shetland Islands (Gosse, 1859d: 320).
The original paintings in the A. C. Haddon collection, currently lodged in the Horniman
Museum and Gardens, London, have provided further insights into Gosse’s preparatory
work for the Actinologia. Discussing Sagartia ichthystoma (Table 3), now regarded as a junior
synonym of Sagartia elegans, Stephenson (1935: 308) wrote,
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I have added this species to the synonymy of S. elegans because I have seen colour‐
varieties of the latter which correspond closely with Gosse’s description of S. ichthystoma.
That Gosse himself took ichthystoma, at first, to be a form of elegans is evident; for in the
Horniman Museum are two coloured drawings of it, one of them being the original of
his figure in the Actinologia. They are labelled “Actinia miniata”, but the “miniata” was
later crossed out and “ichthystoma” substituted.

It should be noted, of course that Sagartia miniata is itself one of many junior synonyms
of S. elegans (see Stephenson, 1935: 306).
Gosse’s use of Latinate names

Gosse’s writing is remarkable for his careful use of precise language and attention to
detail. In the preface of the Actinologia (Gosse, 1859a: v), he wrote, “Having often painfully
felt in studying works similar to the present, the evil of the vagueness and confusion that too
frequently mark the descriptive portions, I have endeavoured to draw up the characters of
the animals which I describe, with distinctive precision, and with order”.
With particular regard to the application of scientific names he was presumably
following the Stricklandian Code or Series of Propositions for Rendering the Nomenclature of
Zoology Uniform and Permanent, presented at the British Association for the Advancement of
Science in 1842. The law of priority was, as it is now, of cardinal importance, and in the main
Gosse respected it. Thus, discussing the species Sagartia viduata, he observed (Gosse, 1858h:
109): “The name viduata (“widowed”) probably alluded to the white and black lines, which
seem to have been remarkably contrasted in Müller’s specimen. Mr. Price’s
nameanguicoma (“snake‐locked”)is far more suggestive and significant; and I regret that
the law of priority forbids me to adopt it”. Furthermore, Gosse did not hesitate to surrender
thus his own names. For instance (Gosse, 1859a: 355): “Sagartia miniata. A friend [Edmund
William Hunt Holdsworth (18291915)] thinks that the Act. elegans of Dalyell is this species.
If so, my name must give place to his”. This, in fact, proved to be the case (see Stephenson,
1935: 306). Gosse was also obliged to yield his Aiptasia amacha of 1858 to Cocks’s Aiptasia
couchii of 1851 (Gosse, 1858i: 154).
And again, in discussing two nominal species of Tealia, he wrote (Gosse, 1859i: 211212)
of his
firm conviction that what had hitherto been considered as two species, under the names
of A[ctinia]. crassicornis and A. coriacea, were one and the same ... Rejecting Linnæus’s
[names] as out of the question, we find that crassicornis was applied to the species by
Müller, twenty‐one years before Cuvier called it coriacea ... with regard to significance,
both appellations are good, perhaps equally good; the former indicating the thick, horn‐
like form of the tentacles, the latter the tough and leathery consistence of the flesh. The
law of priority, however, must be obeyed.

However, the foregoing quotation reveals a curious inconsistency in Gosse’s
nomenclatural practice. Although he followed the law of priority in retaining the name Tealia
crassicornis that he had previously concluded was appropriate (Gosse, 1858c: 417), here he
inexplicably ignored this law with regard to certain Linnaean names. He had also stated
elsewhere, “With Dr. Johnston I utterly and indignantly reject Linnæus’s specific names in
the Actinoida, and with reluctance even cite them” (Gosse, 1858h: 114), demonstrating that
his action was not an oversight, but was entirely intentional.
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The reason for his antagonism to Linnæus’s names becomes clear in his later account of
Tealia crassicornis (Gosse, 1859i: 211). In the synonymy may be found the Linnaean senior
synonyms Actinia felina and A. senilis, which Gosse ignored without any clear explanation. In
combination with the genus‐group name Actinia, those specific epithets make no obvious
sense, but when one realizes that Linnaeus’s original genus‐group name for sea anemones
and priapulid worms was Priapus Linnaeus, 1758, the reason for Gosse’s patent disgust
finally becomes clear. Linnaeus had included in the genus Priapus sea‐anemone species that
he named P. equinus (horse’s phallus), P. felinus (cat’s phallus), P. humanus (human’s
phallus), P. judaicus (Jew’s phallus), and P. senilis (old man’s phallus). Curiously, since they
have priority, several of those lewd specific epithets still survive in new combinations for
species such as Actinia equina (Linnaeus, 1758), Urticina felina (Linnaeus, 1761) and Metridium
senile (Linnaeus, 1761) (see Williams, 1997). They constitute just a few examples of
Linnaeus’s bawdy appellations (Wright, 2014) for marine invertebrates that are still in valid
use. Given Gosse’s strict moralistic attributes, his strait‐laced attitude to Linnaeus’s names
becomes completely understandable.
An innovation in the Actinologia was the use of Latinate names to refer to colour
varieties (Gosse, 1859a: vii): “A new feature in works of this sort, which will strike the
student, perhaps needs a word of explanation;I mean the distinguishing of the prominent
varieties of each species by a diagnosis, and the assigning of a trivial name to each”. It
should be noted that Gosse did not intend these varietal names to be appended to binomials,
but reserved them merely to refer to particular specimens with more succinctness than had
thitherto been possible. They should certainly not be regarded as trinomials, the concept of
subspecies being entirely unknown at that time. What Gosse clearly had in mind was merely
an adaptation of Linnaeus’s binomial nomenclature to serve as a convenient short‐hand for
the description of varieties.
Gosse’s use of vernacular names

A curiosity of the Actinologia is that it employs, besides Latinate scientific names, the
often strange‐looking vernacular names of sea anemones and corals, some still on occasion to
be found in modern popular books about the seashore. Gosse intimated that he felt obliged
to introduce them, but found it difficult (Gosse 1858i: 137138):
I feel that I am arrived at a point where I need the kind consideration of my readers.
Popular as the cultivation of Zoophytes has become, there are still many who prefer to
call them by English names, the ladies in particular. It is a natural and proper desire, and
I wish to respond to it. But no vernacular terms exist, by which the hitherto recondite
subjects of this work are known. What shall I do in this case?

In fact, however, a few vernacular names had already been introduced in some popular
publications (Anonymous, 1856a, 1856b; Humphreys, 1857; Lloyd, 1858). Notwithstanding
Gosse’s laying the blame at the door of “the ladies” for his having to coin vernacular names,
it is perhaps more likely that he had been persuaded to take this course by Van Voorst, so
that the Actinologia might conform to the standard format of previous monographs in his
“Natural History of the British Islands” series in which vernacular names were de rigueur.
After rejecting a “repulsive and lumbering” plan of constructing names based on
“anemone”, qualified by familial, generic and specific epithets, such as the “Glaucous Lined
Warty Anemone”, Gosse even considered coining bizarre arbitrary words without any
etymology or meaning, such as “Farson” or “Toler”, which fortunately he again rejected as
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unacceptable. Finally he settled on a general scheme employing brief, descriptive, Saxon
words terminating with the English diminutive suffix, “‐let”, although he allowed the use of
“Anemone” to stand for “Sagartia”. One reviewer (Anonymous, 1860), at least, regarded
Gosse’s vernacular nomenclature as successful, “as he has, by a bold manufacture of
diminutive names, most happily succeeded in avoiding those sesquipedalian combinations
which usually render the so‐called English names of animals more uncouth and
unpronounceable than their scientific denominations”. It must be admitted, however, that a
good number of those names were rather desperately contrived.
Most vernacular names, at least those of the more obscure species, long ago fell out of
use; Palmer (1946) seems to be the most recent author to have retained them in toto.
However, of the few names that still survive, one has now been misapplied for so long that it
will no doubt prove impossible to correct. It is that of the “snake‐locked anemone”,
translated from the original specific name of Actinia anguicoma, a junior synonym of the
anemone now validly named Sagartiogeton undatus, which has no current vernacular name.
Previous similar English translations of Actinia anguicoma are “serpent‐haired anemone” (see
Anonymous, 1856a) and “snake‐haired”, alluding to the mythical Medusa (see Humphreys,
1857). The species to which “snake‐locked” or “snake‐locks” is now erroneously applied is
Anemonia viridis (Gosse’s Anthea cereus), which has a completely different appearance from
that of Sagartiogeton undatus. Although both species indeed possess numerous, sinuous
tentacles, those of Sagartiogeton undatus are quite actively mobile, beautifully delicate and
translucent, whilst those of Anemonia viridis are less mobile, fairly stout, opaque and often
brightly coloured. There is no doubt that “snake‐locked” applies far more appropriately to
Sagartiogeton undatus than to Anemonia viridis; they may be compared next to each other on
plate VI (see Figure 9), where they are depicted and named Sagartia viduata (figure 11) and
Anthea cereus (figure 9), respectively. Gosse’s felicitous English name for Anemonia viridis was
“the opelet” since it rarely withdraws its tentacles completely, even under fairly extreme
irritation, but the name is now virtually forgotten.
SCIENTIFIC IMPORTANCE OF THE ACTINOLOGIA

The Actinologia comprehensively addresses the identification and biology of sea
anemones sensu stricto, corallimorpharians, ceriantharians, zoantharians and corals. Gosse
originally intended to include the lucernarians as well, but later changed his mind, realizing
that their true affinities lie elsewhere (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: 348); his requests for information
about them ceased after publication of part VIII (w[4]). The monograph may be regarded not
only as an important source for taxonomic studies of the Hexacorallia (including non‐British
species) but also as a valuable contribution to the anatomy, physiology and natural history of
that group.
Even now, researchers may benefit from reading the Actinologia. As Stephenson (1928:
vii) observed, “It is a monograph of the highest order; the descriptions of species attain an
unusual level, and the work reveals exceptional insight into the form and life of the animals
with which it deals”. However, Freeman & Wertheimer (1980: 67) criticized Gosse for not
paying enough attention to the internal comparative anatomy of anemones with regard to
their classification. Although Stephenson had already noted that the Actinologia was written
before the comparative anatomy of anemones had been studied, it seems not to be generally
realized how many major discoveries about internal anatomy were made by Gosse. “The
Sea‐anemone is an indubitable animal, and its organization is more complex than is usually
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supposed. This will be seen as we proceed with the successive examination of the organs. In
all cases in which I do not adduce any other authority, the following statements may be
considered as given on the authority of my own dissections and observations” (Gosse, 1860
[1859]: xi). Although this statement makes it clear that Gosse’s observations are in the main
original, he was not necessarily the first discoverer. Teale (1837) provided a useful guide to
previous anatomical work on sea anemones, both of his own and others, with which Gosse’s
observations may be compared.
Perhaps because of the current regrettable tendency to regard the Actinologia merely as
an outdated identification manual, present‐day researchers have often overlooked the long
introduction (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: xixl) comprising detailed descriptions of hexacorallian
anatomy, physiology and behaviour; additional information was also included within the
species descriptions. One particular reviewer (Anonymous, 1860) opined that the
introduction “will be found of great service to the student, especially as so many of the
anatomical terms now adopted for these and many other groups of the lower animals are not
to be found in any of our zoological text‐books”. Gosse’s contributions to the then current
knowledge of internal anatomy of sea anemones were, in fact, extremely impressive; his
observations recognized important variations of a wide range of morphological features in
various taxa. His studies were described under seven system‐headings: the tegumentary, the
muscular, the nervous and sensory, the digestive, the circulatory and respiratory, the
reproductive, and the teliferous; key morphological features are illustrated in plate XI. His
descriptions necessarily led to the development of a specialized vocabulary, and he is
credited in the Oxford English Dictionary with the first use in print of a number of technical
terms (such credits are signified by “OED” herein). As earlier in this discussion, I use the
scientific terminology that was then current, but if necessary provide the equivalent modern
terms (see Stephenson, 1928) to aid understanding. Further modern context is provided by
Muscatine & Lenhoff (1974).
1) The tegumentary system. Examinations of the column wall and cuticle (if present)
involved maceration of specimens in fresh water or treatment in spirit (ethanol),
followed by dissection and microscopic examination. This revealed the epithelial cells
and deeper strata, including in some species the layer of brown cells now known to be
zooxanthellan algae (see Muscatine, 1974). Gosse was apparently to first to discover
them in Aiptasia, Anthea (now Anemonia) and Sagartia bellis (now Cereus pedunculatus).
Presciently he noted that “It is probable that this layer may have some special function
yet unrecognised” (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: xii, 167168).
2) The muscular system. Gosse provided a thorough description of the complementary
transverse and longitudinal muscle layers in the column, recognizing particular
concentrations of muscle with special functions, such as the marginal sphincter and the
“sucking warts” (verrucae). He observed also that the “septa” (radial divisions of the
coelenteron, now known as mesenteries) are composed of double muscle‐layers; and
that since the muscular tentacles arise from the interseptal chambers, they develop in
cycles corresponding to the septal arrangement. Gosse was apparently the first to use
the term septa for soft tissues in the Cnidaria (it was previously applied only to
skeletons of coral polyps; see OED). Most importantly, he recorded that some species of
anemone have a maximum number of septa in the adult, for instance, twelve in Peachia
and eight in Halcampa (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: xiiixiv); though potentially of taxonomic
significance, he did not include such observations in the detailed species descriptions.
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3) The nervous and sensory system. Gosse had little to say here, since, like his predecessors,
he failed to detect any nerves. Nevertheless, he was convinced that they must exist and
hypothesized a nerve‐ring around the mouth, “perhaps with a pair of ganglia at the
gonidial tubercles, distributing threads to the tentacles” (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: xivxv).
This notion has not, however, been borne out by modern research.
4) The digestive system. Having experienced great difficulties in revealing the internal
anatomy of anemones by dissection, Gosse struck upon the ingenious method of
narcotizing a specimen of Tealia crassicornis (now Urticina felina) by dripping laudanum
into the water, whereupon the mouth dilated to allow examination and manipulation
with instruments of the now unresponsive internal tissues. Observations were
supplemented by examination through the body‐wall of pellucid specimens of
Actinoloba dianthus (now Metridium senile); fully expanded individuals were viewed with
a lens through the aquarium glass, with back‐lighting. Misconceptions of previous
authors regarding the structure of the “stomach” (actinopharynx) and the process of
digestion were corrected (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: xvxviii). However, Gosse’s claims to have
discovered a liver were unconvincing.
5) The circulatory and respiratory systems. By “circulatory system” Gosse conveyed the
idea of free movement of the “chylaqueous fluid” within the coelenteron. This fluid, he
had demonstrated by nitric acid treatment is more than just sea water, being “slightly
albuminized”. Again using well‐expanded pellucid anemones (Actinoloba dianthus)
adhering to the glass of a tank, he was able to see through the body‐wall and tentacles to
observe the movements of particles driven by ciliary currents (although not an original
discovery). He was apparently the original discoverer, however, of the “foramina”
(marginal stomata), or holes in the septa that facilitate the circulation of coelenteric fluid
(plate XI) in Actinoloba dianthus, Anthea cereus and Sagartia bellis. He further
demonstrated that, in an Anthea, the foramina occurred in every perfect septum, but the
intermediate paired imperfect septa were imperforate; these observations supplemented
pre‐existing knowledge of the arrangement of mesenterial cycles (Gosse, 1860 [1859]:
xviiixix). The coelenteric fluid, he concluded, consisting mainly of sea‐water drawn
from outside the body, must not only be involved in digestion, but must also carry
oxygen. Having observed how it is circulated internally by ciliary currents, he regarded
the external ciliary currents across the oral disc and up the tentacles as an important aid
to oxygenation by renewing the water surrounding the anemone (Gosse, 1860 [1859]:
xxxxi).
6) The reproductive system. Gosse classified the modes of reproduction in hexacorallians
under the three headings of spontaneous fission, gemmation (budding) and generation
(sexual reproduction). Furthermore, he had observed that particular species consistently
reproduced by one, or perhaps two, of those methods, a perception that foreshadowed
the similar conclusions of Stephenson (1929). A description of gonads in fertile septa
follows (plate XI), with descriptions of spawning behaviour, demonstrating that the
sexes may be separate, but that some species may be hermaphroditic (Gosse, 1860 [1859]:
xxixxii).
7) The teliferous system. This occupies by far the greater part of the introduction (Gosse,
1860 [1859]: xxiixl). Gosse coined the term “teliferous system” (see OED) to describe the
complement of cnidae (nematocysts and spirocysts) upon which all Cnidaria depend for
their way of life. His detailed observations on these organelles bear favourable
comparison with modern knowledge (cf. Hessinger & Lenhoff, 1988). Although he was
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not the discoverer of cnidae, he seems to have been the first to describe, illustrate (plate
XI) and classify them in such detail. He also observed that different types might occur in
particular tissues, and how some types are characteristic of certain genera (long before
Carlgren (1900) suggested that cnidae might be of taxonomic importance); he did not,
however, include such characteristics in his species descriptions. His recognition of the
cnida‐laden threads attached to the bases of mesenteries, which he termed “acontia”
(still not yet in OED), was a major discovery, since their occurrence has significance at
the higher taxonomic levels, being characteristic of anemones of the sub‐tribe Acontiaria.
Furthermore, they also have an offensive or defensive function, being shot out from the
coelenteron through tiny apertures in the body‐wall when the column of an anemone
forcibly contracts. These apertures, casually associated with acontia, he named cinclides
(in OED, but only credited to Gosse by a later 1861 reference).
A most remarkable achievement was his detailed description of the structure and mode
of discharge of cnidae, clearly demonstrating the eversion of the tubular thread from the
fluid‐filled capsule. He was apparently also the first to establish that cnidae are not
themselves cells, but are the internal products of cells: “The cnidæ cannot, I think, be
regarded in the light of cells, since they are but the contents of other vesicles, which thus
present a higher claim to the character of cell‐wall” (cf. Chapman, 1974). Moreover, his
observation regarding Corynactis viridis, that “The cnidae in this species attain a higher
development than in any other zoophyte that I am acquainted with, and hence they
afford peculiar facilities for the study of these interesting organs”, still informs modern
research (Robson, 2004).
Gosse astutely realized that the accumulation of observations of various correspondents
might, even if not understood at the time, eventually reveal some fact of major importance.
Hence, the Actinologia is the earliest comprehensive source of records, apart from an isolated
observation by Dalyell (1848: 227), of the occasional (then inexplicable) occurrence in certain
acontiarian anemones of one or several hugely expanded and elongated tentacles (Gosse,
1860 [1859]: 16, 3436, 44, 7071, 101102). Many years passed before they became generally
recognized and misleadingly came to be called “catch‐tentacles”, and even longer before
they were discovered to be employed offensively in spatial competition between different
species, or between clones of the same species (Williams, 1975, 1991). The “marginal
spherules” (acrorhagi) of endomyarian anemones serve a similar purpose (Williams 1978,
1991): Gosse was perceptive in concluding that, in view of their heavy concentration of
cnidae, they are functionally analogous to acontia, which he had already identified as having
a defensive purpose (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: 171).
On the basis of his anatomical descriptions, “a determinate orismology [a definitive
terminology]” was established (Gosse 1858b: 15). This important terminology in some form
or another is to be found as a preliminary to all subsequent major monographs on
Hexacorallia: Richard Hertwig’s Report on the Actiniaria dredged by H.M.S. Challenger
(Hertwig, 1882), Angelo Andres’s Le Attinie (Andres, 1883), Thomas Alan Stephenson’s
British Sea Anemones (Stephenson, 1928, 1935), Oskar Henrik Carlgren’s Survey of the
Ptychodactiaria, Corallimorpharia and Actiniaria (Carlgren, 1949), and Ferdinand Pax’s
Anthozoenfauna der Adria (Pax & Müller, 1962), although it has, of course, been subject to
modernization over the years.
What set Gosse apart from many other contemporary scientific authors was that he was
an essentially practical man who, not content with mere compilations of facts, insisted on
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personal observations made in the field, complemented with careful experimental
observations, as just described. Hence, writing about George Johnston’s History of British
Zoophytes (Johnston, 1847 [18461847]), he observed that “His personal acquaintance with
species was very small, or the result would doubtless have been different” (Gosse, 1859a: vi).
He had even less sympathy with the work of a contemporary French museum‐worker
(Milne‐Edwards, 1857): “The elaborate ‘Histoire Naturelle des Coralliaires’ of M. Milne‐
Edwards is liable to the same objection. A work of immense research, labour, and patience, it
bears evidence in every page of being the produce of the museum and the closet, not of the
aquarium and the shore”. In comparison, who else but Gosse would have so determinedly
tackled “a sort of oblong basin, about ten feet long, in which the water remained, a tide‐pool
of three feet depth in the middle. The whole concavity of the interior was so smooth that I
could find no resting‐place for my foot in order to examine it ... At length I fairly stripped,
though it was blowing very cold, and jumped in” (Gosse, 1859b: 345)?
Gosse was ever curious enough to carry out experiments to test hypotheses about
structures and functions of tissues and organs; his studies of acontia and cnidae have already
been mentioned. His ingenious way of observing the behaviour and development of the tube
of a Cerianthus was to peel off its felt‐like protective external tube, and then to insert the
individual into a vertically‐fixed glass test‐tube close to the side of its tank. He also exposed
anemone specimens to extreme physical conditions in an attempt to discover how they
might tolerate adverse situations during transmission by post from abroad (Gosse, 1860
[1859]: 118).
Having dealt dismissively with “the almost utter worthlessness” of the descriptions by
Johnston and Milne‐Edwards, Gosse (1859a: vvii) explained that “I have been compelled,
therefore, to draw up the characters of my subjects de novo; and in doing so I have resorted to
nature itself; I have studied the living animals. For the last eight years I have searched the
most prolific parts of the British shores”. Although often mistakenly regarded nowadays as a
purely descriptive scientist, Gosse was in fact more of a philosophical naturalist than is
generally admitted. For instance, in considering the variable characters of speciesbb in the
Actinologia (Gosse, 1858b: 2829):
The student will please to observe that the specific description is the description of but
one condition, or variety. It is convenient to have a starting‐point or standard of
comparison, but it must not be supposed that this particular condition is the one proper
to the species, and that the other “varieties” are deviations from it. Those which I name
versicolor or modesta, for example, might as well have been selected for the standard as
Tyriensis. Indeed the only true idea of the species must include all its variations.

Taking this further, he posed this question (Gosse 1858j: 5051):

bb

Gosse’s discussion of the characteristics and definitions of species and varieties was written before May
1858, and was therefore neither elicited nor influenced by the famous paper “On the tendency of species to
form varieties, and on the perpetuation of varieties and species by natural means of selection” by Darwin &
Wallace (1858), which was presented on 1 July 1858 at a meeting of the Linnean Society of London (Freeman,
1977: 69). Moreover, although Gosse was a determined opponent of any evolutionary theory (Croft, 2000:
chapter 12), he could not fairly have been accused, as he was by Thwaite (2002: 240), of “ignoring Darwin’s
recent book” (Darwin, 1859) as early as 1858.
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The quæstio vexata,What constitutes a species? what a variety? is one which it is much
easier to answer theoretically than practically. Some have proposed certain arbitrary
canons, such as that assumed by Mr. Tugwell, that form distinguishes the species, colour
only the variety. But this is quite untenable. In many instances colour is not only specific,
but even generic;as black, white, and red, in well‐recognised patterns and in certain
fixed regions of the body, in the Woodpeckers; black, yellow and red, again in certain
patterns, in Papilio; yellow, red and white in the Pieridæ. Indeed, our entomological
friends would be sorely puzzled to define their species, if colour were denied them as a
distinction. In the Butterflies alone, hundreds of indubitable species rest exclusively on
colouring. The fact is, anything may be a specific character, provided it be constant.
Constancy, permanency, is what we require; let us only indicate any mark that is
invariably found,no matter whether it be colour, form, pattern, surface, sculpture, or
any thing else; or any combination of these, and we have a good specific character. I
believe, with Mr. Wallace, that “the two doctrines of ‘permanent varieties’ and of
‘specially created unvarying species’ are inconsistent with each other.” In other words, I
would say a species is permanent, a variety transitory. There is no doubt, however, that
the latter may be maintained within certain limits by breeding in and in; though there
will always be a tendency to revert to the original and normal character, which marks
the permanent species.
Though I believe this distinction to be a good one, it does not therefore follow that
we can put it in practice without difficulty. We find a specimen;we know nothing of its
antecedents;at most we can trace it only through a few generations; and thus we are
precluded from applying our test of permanency to it. The only resource is the practical
skill and judgment which experience and observation gradually give; and these, as they
cannot be communicated to another, nor be reduced to formulæ, differ indefinitely in
individual cases. In the present work I must beg my readers to believe that I use the best
light I have, to arrive at right conclusions.

To be fair to Tugwell (1856), however, his ideas of sea‐anemone classification were not
as far off the mark as Gosse apparently believed. His broad perceptions of form and habit as
specific characteristics, and of colour as infraspecific varietal indicators are now accepted. To
take a typical example, several of the colour varieties that he listed under the species Sagartia
aurora (Tugwell, 1856: 99, 103104) were numbered among Gosse’s (1860 [1859]) nominal
species of Sagartia based on colour patterns, viz., S. miniata, S. rosea, S. ichthystoma, S. venusta
and S. nivea, but all these (including S. aurora) are now regarded as no more than some of the
colour varieties of S. elegans (Dalyell) (see Stephenson, 1935; Manuel, 1981). To take an
obverse example, Gosse’s colour variety fragacea of Actinia mesembryanthemum was deemed
to be a separate species, A. fragacea, by Tugwell (1856: 96, 98), which modern research has
proved to be correct (Manuel, 1981: 101).
Judging from the above quotations of Gosse, it appears that he never reached a definite
conclusion about these matters. He had probably been trying to clear his mind over this
philosophical problem even when still in the process of writing the Actinologia, as suggested
by his amending the sub‐title of the parts‐issue, With Coloured Figures of all the Species, to that
of the book‐issue, With Coloured Figures of the Species and Principal Varieties. But as he surely
must have realized, to have used examples of colouration of birds and butterflies as specific,
and even generic, characters was rather too simplistic, since the phenomenon of colour
patterns in sea‐anemone species may be rather more complex than in those other particular
groups. Nevertheless, he did (see above), as did Tugwell (1856: 9394), appreciate that
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variation in species characteristics can be influenced by selective breeding, despite the then
current lack of established predictive genetic principles.
Gosse was also concerned to explain the taxonomic relationships of hexacorallians, at
least at the generic and specific levels. For each species that he described in the Actinologia,
he enumerated a wide range of apparently related British and foreign taxa, with notes on
their geographical distributions, from which he produced a crude sort of “affinity‐diagram”.
His first simple attempt centred on the relationships of Actinoloba dianthus with three other
purported congeners, plus Sagartia bellis: this resulted in a single column of five species,
“distinguishing exotic species by [ ]” (Gosse 1858b: 24). A more complex array was
constructed from genera and species allied to Sagartia bellis (Gosse 1858j: 3839); having first
introduced the relevant taxa, he wrote,
It ought never to be forgotten that the order of sequence which we are compelled to
adopt in treating of creatures in a bookthat of placing each species between two
otherscan by no means express all their relations. Every species stands in the midst of
many others, some closer to it, some more remote, to which it is linked more or less
obviously. To obviate in some measure the false impressions liable to be produced by
this unavoidable order of linear succession, I endeavour to represent some of the
radiations of relation, in the following manner, observing that more direct affinity is
expressed by the perpendicular order.
dianthus
[Achates]
parasitica
BELLIS
[Fuegensis]  ?
[Discosoma]
miniata
rosea

A. amacha
B. clavata
[impatiens]
viduata

A similar array, more or less complicated, is appended to every species described, where
the affinities might be referred to as a “gradation” (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: 24) or “radiations of
relation” (Gosse, 1860 [1859]: 39). Elsewhere, we find reference to a “natural order” (Gosse,
1860 [1859]: 25). Though these terms are open to interpretation, they might suggest the germ
of an idea for constructing natural relationships, although subject, no doubt, to their being
immutable. Gosse clearly would never have suggested that these “affinity‐diagrams” might
reflect any evolutionary process (see Croft, 2000).
PUBLISHING ECONOMICS

Regular subscribers to the parts‐issue of the Actinologia paid 1s. 6d. per part, totalling
18s. They could then have the parts bound to their personal taste or they could buy a cloth
case (perhaps for 6d. or 1s.?) from the publisher (see Figure 15 of case a), making their total
outlay about 19s. or less. By the time publication was complete, Lloyd was supplying the set
of twelve separate parts, apparently without a case for 18s. 9d. (Figure 13). Those who
bought the book‐issue already cased in publisher’s cloth paid 21s. The Actinologia was one of
the books on which Gosse had agreed with Van Voorst to share the financial risk and profits,
and he had great hopes for its success, having had printed as many as 4,000 sets of the
letterpress sheets; the initial number of sets of plates is not known, but no doubt would have
been considerably fewer.
Some details have been extracted from Gosse’s own records (Freeman & Wertheimer,
1980: 68). Unfortunately, sales were considerably fewer than expected. By the end of 1869,
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there were 2,700 copies still in stock, but of the 1,300 sold, it is not known how many were in
parts at 18s. and how many were cased as volumes at 21s. Since Gosse’s return up to then
was £717, it can be calculated that he received, on average, 11s. per copy. This represents ca
61% of the retail price in parts form, or ca 52% in book form (cf. F&W). Sales started very
slowly; Van Voorst initially sold only just over 400 copies of part I, although Lloyd
apparently did rather better. It appears that they covered the market together, through
newspaper advertisements placed by Van Voorst and printed circulars issued by Lloyd.
Despite the disappointing start, Van Voorst and his successorscc kept faith in the work, and it
remained on sale for many years afterwards.
In an advertisement in Experimental Researches in Pure, Applied, and Physical Chemistry
(Frankland, 1877) under “Natural History of the British Isles”, the list includes the
Actinologia, so it was still in print in 1877. In November 1888, Gurney & Jackson issued a 16‐
page advertising brochure, appended to Notes on Sport and Ornithology (Rudolf, 1889),
comprised almost entirely of Van Voorst’s publications, including the Actinologia. However,
in advertisements for “Mr. Van Voorst’s standard books on the natural history of the British
Isles” in Bird‐life of the Borders (Chapman, 1889); for “Natural History of the British Isles” in A
Manual of Gothic Moldings (Paley, 1891); and for “Standard works on British natural history”
in Notes on the Birds of Rainham (Prentis, 1894), the absence of the Actinologia indicates that, by
1889, Gurney & Jackson were making little or no continuous effort to actively market it.
Nevertheless, the circumstantial evidence of the later cloth‐designs and associated
ownership inscriptions suggests that stock may have remained unsold well into the 1890s.
Indeed, in Routledge’s 1904 edition of Glaucus (Kingsley, 1904: [158160]) may be found a
“LIST OF MODERN BOOKS RECOMMENDED”, among which is the Actinologia, published
by “Gurney” and still priced at 21s. It is not known how much of the edition might
ultimately have gone for waste paper, but the Actinologia is still relatively common in the
antiquarian book‐trade today.
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